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ABSTRACT
IMAGE CODING FOR DIGITIZED LIBRARIES
Ömer Nezih Gerek
Ph.D. ill Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: A. Enis Çetin, Ph. D.
September 1998

III this thesis, image coding methods for two basic image types are developed
under a digitized library framework. The two image types are gray tone or
color images, and liinary textual images, which are the digitized image ver
sions of text documents. The grciy tone images are encoded using an adaptive
subband decomposition followed by zerotree quantizers. The adaptive subl)and decomposition filter bank adaptively updates the filter bank coefficients
in which the values of one of the subbands is predicted from the other subband. It is observed that the adaptive subband decomposition performs better
than a regulcir subband decomposition with a fixed filter bank in terms of
compression. For the binary textual images, a compression algorithm using
binary subband decomposition followed by a textual image compression (TIC)
method that exploits the redundancy in repeating characters is developed. The
liinary subband decomposition yields binary sub-images, and the TIC method
is applied to the low band sub-image. Obtaining binary sub-images improves
compression results as well as pattern matching time of the TKJ method. Sim
ulation results for l)oth adaptive subband decomposition and multiresolution
TIC methods indicate improvements over the methods described in the litera
ture.
Keywords: Digitized Libraries, Image Compression, Adaptive Siibband Decom
position, Textual Image (Jompression,Binary Subband Decomposition, Binary
Image Coding, Document Retrieval.

IV

ÖZET
SAYISALLAŞTIRILMIŞ KÜTÜPHANELER İÇİN GÖRÜNTÜ
KODLAMA
Ömer Nezih Gerek
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği Doktora
Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. A. Enis Çetin
Eylül 1998
Bu to^zcle. sayısallaijtırılmış kütüphane ycipısı altında iki temel görüntü türü için
görüntü kodlama yöntemleri geliştirilmiştir.
Bu iki görüntü tipi gri
tonlu / renkli görüntü ve ikili 3^azıh döküman görüntüleridir. Gri tonlu
görüntüler, uyarlamalı altbant a.yrıştırma ardından uygulanan bir “sıfırağacı” (zerotree) kodlayıcısı ile sıkıştırılmaktadır.
Uyarlcunalı altbant
a.yrıştırma süzgeç bankası, bir altbant işaretinin diğer altbant işareti kul
lanılarak kestirildiği süzgeç katsayılarını güncelleştirmektedir. Uyarlamalı alt
bant ayrıştırmaya dayalı yöntemin, sıradan altbant ayrıştırma yöntemine
nazaran sıkıştırma açısından daha iyi sonuç verdiği gözlenmiştir.
ikili
yazı görüntüleri için ise ikili altbant ayrıştırma, ve ardından özel bir
Yazdı Görüntü Sıkıştırma (YGS) metodu kullanan bir yöntem geliştirilmiştir.
\'GS yöntemi, yazılı görüntü içinde kendini tekrar eden harf resimlerinin
oluşturduğu gereksiz bilgiyi, sadece harflerin tekrar ettiği yerleri kodlayarak
açığa çıkarmaktadır, ikili altbant ayrıştırma, iki sevi^adi altbant görüntüleri
ohışl.urmaktadır. YGS yöntemi, önerilen sistemde düşük salınım içeren (lowlow) altbant görüntüsü üzerinde çalıştırılmıştır. İkili altbant görüntüleri elde
ederek beni sıkıştırma oranları, bem de karakter tarama, hızı, orijinal YGS
yöntemine nazaran artırılmıştır. Benzeşim çalışmaları, bem gri tonlu resim
sıkıştırmada hem d(' ikili yazılı görüntü sıkıştırmada literatürdeki yöntemlere
nazaran gelişme elde edildiğini orta,ya koymuştur.
Anahtar Kdimeler: Sayısallaştırılmış Kütüpba.neler, Görüntü Sıkıştırma,
1lyarlcinabilir Altbant Ayrıştırma, Yazılı Görüntü Sıkıştırma, İkili Görüntü Kod
lama, Döküman Tarama.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In this thesis, various coding algorithms are developed to handle different types
of images in digitized libraries which are typical applications of a Visual Infor
mation Management Systems (VIMS) [1]- [6]. Coding, communication, and vi
sualization of resuh s are the basic elements for such systems. Many researchers
are currently interested in the development of new techniques for (VIMS) [1][6]. Efficiency of a VIMS directly depends on developing new techniques in all
aspects of databases, computer vision, coding, and knowledge representation
and management.
Efficient coding (compression) of visual information is an important is
sue in many applications, including digitized libraries. There are many such
well known image database applications that iire under extensive research [14][16]. These include image databases for educational purposes [17] (educational
network, lectures on videos, interactive encyclo])edia, etc), CAD and other
engineering media to increase productivity, medicine (Picture archiving and
communication systems - PACS [3], [18], [19], inter-hospital communication
and automatic radiological image annotation), satellite communication (maps,
weather, transportation, video, transportation, etc.) [20], and archiving of large
amount of printed documents [61].

in this thesis, tlie coding of images of different content is considered. The
types of images for wliich the compression algorithms are developed are gray
tone images and binary textual images, which are the two basic types of images
tbund in a digitized library.
Image archive is a typical database type for a VdMS. The efhciency in image
coding plays an important role in determining the success of the application [7].
In digitized libraric's, the two l)asic types of ima.ges should lie handled with
different compression tools. In the next two chapters, the gray tone / color
images and binary textual images will be considered differently and coding
algorithms for the two different image types will lie developed.
Almost all image database applications reciuire data compression. In the
literature, there are commoidy used standards for still image compression [8],
motion picture (video) compression [9], [10], and mixed audiovisual data [11].
It is difficult to cope with the high demand and supply of image data unless
the images are efficiently compressed [12], as well as they are organized and
processed for quick retrieval and decoding on demand [18]. In VIMS and other
multimedia applications, the image databases should also contain information
about their contents. The user should be able to search image databases with
image-based cuicl keyword queries. These two types of cjueries for images re
quire organization of the coded bit stream, inclexiiig. and query processing in a
manner different than most of the alphanumeric databases. In this thesis, the
binary textual image coding method is modified to improve the efficiency of
kc'yword search. The modification is done by organizing the repeating character
images that form the textual image.
In this thesis, the encapsulating frame work of “digitized library” stands
for the image datal)ase composed of literally digitizing the contents and images
of a conventional libi-ary. Since most of such digitized images contain the two
different types of images that were indicated, these images should be separated
from each other by segmentation algorithms, and then they should be fed to the
encoders corresponding to their ima.ge type. High compression of the images
is the main goal for both the gray tone / color images and the binary textual
images. However, a special fast keyword search issue is also investigated for
textual images. In other words, the coding strategies for the textual images
should also enable quick and efficient database search.

I'he need for a gray tone / color image compressioji algorithm cind textual
image compression algorithm in a digitized library can be illustrated with the
following example. Consider a visualization s3^stem for library images which is
a very important problem for a. good user interface library browsing system.
Although a person can usually search for the required book using author, title
or keyword search, most of the time it is more efficient to go to the library
and seai'ch lor the books inside the shelves, manually. Usually, the books with
similar subjects are put together in a shelf. By previewiirg the whole shelf, the
user can access not only to the book sought, but. to other relevant books, as
well. When the image of a library shelf is considered, gray tone or color image
coding techniques should be utilized. Typically, continuous tone coding can
l)e used for the encoding of graphics and pictures on book covers and image
parts inside the books, and binary text compression techniques can be used for
printed text parts of the books. The user can hierarchicall}^ proceed from the
shelf image to the book covers, and from there to the pages inside tlie book,
and each of these images can be compressed using the appropriate method.
In order to improve the coding efficiency, the color, gray-tone and binary
parts of the document inuige will be considered se])arately throughout this the
sis. In Chapter 2, the compression methods devised for continuous tone images
will be investigated. An efficient adaptive subband decomposition method for
compression will be developed in a polyphase structure, and simulation exam
ples will be presented. The signal adapted filter bardv of the subband structure
removes the predictable parts of one of the polyphase components from the
other polyphase component using an adaptive prediction filter. The adaptive
method provides high compression ratios especially for images thcit contain
sharp edges, sucli as subtitles, graphics, or text. The rijiging effect which is a
commonly encounti'red artifact in wavelet or subband based coders, is elimi
nated with the adajrtive scheme.
fn Chapter 3, the compression of textual images will be considered. High
compression is, again, the main goal for textual images. However, most of
the querying data tor a digitized library is contained in the printed pages, so
the compression methods are designed to be suitcible for database search and
multiresolution viewing, as well. An efficient image coding for the documents
should satisfy the constraints on

• high coinprossioii ratio,
• fast decoding capability,
• quick ke.yword search, and
• quick preview capaJ)ility, simultaneously.
A Iriiiary textual inmge compression method based on a multiresolution
decomposition followed by a textual image coding (TIC) method which was
previously proposed by Witten et al. [60] is developed. The multiresolution
property plus the organization of the compressed bit stream provides efficient
keyword search. Tlie clmpter starts with presenting some examples of different
l)inary inicige compression techniques, and then elaborates on the compression
methods which are mainly developed for textual images. The developed mul
tiresolution TIC metliod is ol)tained by applying a binary subband decompo
sition, and constructing a symbol library consisting of character images which
i-epresents the repeated character images in a text image. The binary subband
decomposition structures are developed using modulo-2 subband filter banks,
and they are observed to have nice subband properties similar to those of real
subl)a.nd decomposition filter banks. In the extraction of the cliaracter images
to form the syml)ol library, classical template matching methods, as well as
a neural network approach are presented. Fast keyword searching property is
ol)tained by optimum organization of character symbols in the symbol library.
The organizing strategy is presented in Chapter .3 and Appendix A.
d'wo examples of specialized libraries are presented in Chapter 4. In this
cha.|)ter, the metliods presented in Chaj)ters 2 and 3 are modified to illus
trate the use of these methods in specialized libraries. The two examples of
lil)raries consist of document images composed of historical Ottoman archives
and the fingerprint image documents. The historical documents contain con
nected Arabic script which requires special treatment. The differences between
the discrete character textual images and the Ottoman script images iire in
dicated and the textual image compression method of Chapter 3 is modified.
4'lie iingerprint image database is another important airplication. The criminal
databases contain liuge amounts of fingerprint images. We present a method
based on the adaptive subband decomposition structure of Chapter 2 for the
com]:)ression of gra.y tone and binary fingerprint images.

In Chapter 5, the coinpression methods proposed for different types of im
ages and their compression performances together with the keyword search
properties are discussed in a unified framework. Possible extensions and/or
changes in different applications are investigated.

Chapter 2
COMPRESSION OF IMAGES
USING ADAPTIVE
SUBBAND DECOMPOSITION
2.1

INTRODUCTION

'I’lie proposed iiit('rrace for the digital document library is similar to the real
library consisting of books, magazines and videos. The user should reach the
desired iiiibrmation tlirough a hierarchical interface starting from the images
of the shelves and (mding at the images of the pages inside a book. In all
these images, different types of graphics, textual fonts, or pictures can be en
countered. Ill this chapter, the compression methods developed for continuous
tone images, i.e. gray-tone or color images, are presented. Since most of the
|)ictures inside the books or magazines are interfered with graphical figures
or text, special interest have been paid on such images which contain sharp
edges. The develojied methods are found out to perform better than the other
compression methods presented so far.

'I'he image compression algorithm presented in this chapter is based on an
adaptive subband decomposition scheme. Subband decomposition is widely
used in signal processing applications including sjreecln image and video com
pression [21]. in most practical Ccises, the goal is to olrtain subband signals
corresponding to difi'erent spectral regions of the original signal. The frequency
content of some audio and visual data, are suitable for this kind of frequency
selective coding. However, this approach leads l.o ringing artifacts in image
and video signals containing text, subtitles or other sharp edges. Furthermore,
it is usually not possible to find a filter bank which is optimum in the sense of
compressing image portions whose characteristics change inside the image. The
ringing artifact is mainly due to constant analysis filter banks which cannot
cope with the sudden changes in the input signal.
In this chapter. Perfect Reconstruction (PR) polyphase filter bank [22], [23]
structures in which the analysis and synthesis filters adapt to the changing in
put conditions [24], [25] are presented. As a result of the adaptation of filter
banks, the subband signals have smaller variances which leads to higher com
pression results for gray tone images, and the relative compression performance
improves for images that contain sharp edges, text, and subtitles. Since most
of the disturbing ringing artifacts occur on the boundaries of sharp edges, an
adaptive filter bank can update its coefficients accordingly and can eliminate
the disturbing overshoots at the edges. Furthermore, most ima.ges and video
signals consist of regions which are separated from ea.ch other by their probabil
ity distribution function (pdf) or texture characteristics, therefore cin adaptive
filter bank can achieve higher efficiency by adapting the analysis and synthesis
filters for different regions. As a result of these observations, polyphase filter
bank structures with PR. j^roperty which allow the use of Least Scjuares (LS)
type F’OI and nonlinear order statistics based adaptive filters are presented.
The concepts of a.daptive filtering and subband decomposition have been
|)reviously used together by a number of researchers [26]- [29]. Most of the
proposed adaptation algorithms for subband decomposition filter banks [30]
consider the problems of system identification and noise removal [26]- [29].
The system identification iind noise removal problems are the main issues of
ada|)tive filtering, and some researchers attack these ¡problems inside the subband domain, i.e. they first subband decompose' the desired signal and the

input signal vvitli subl)and filters, and then perform adaptation in each subf)and component of the desired and input signals. In other words, the adaptive
filtering problem is considered inside the subband filter bank. There are other
studies with more similar motivations to our method in the literature, as well.
In one of those studies, the unknown system outputs are used for adapting
tfie analysis filter l)a.nk coefficients so that the filter bank approximates the
unknown system [.'ll], [32]. This is a filter bank adaptation scheme, which is
similar to our work, in some sense. However, in that work, the adaptation
system does not consider the adaptation of the synthesis filter bank which pro
vides the reconstruction. Therefore, that adaptation scheme is not suitable for
coding purposes.
The concept of signal adapted filter banks for coding is also considered by
1'esea.rchers [33]- [39]. However, the main goal of these works is usually to find
tfie best wavelet basis corresponding to a specific choice of data. For example,
the autocorrelation matrix of the image data is used for determining a good
l)asis lor decomposition in [33]- [36]. In these studies, the basis selection scheme
is applied at eacli decomposition layer, and this concept was considered as an
adaptation of subband decomposition filter banks. In [32], [38], optimal coding
after decomposition is considered, and optimum quantizers and optimum en
tropy coders are studied. In [39], a polyphase lifting structure is used, however
the structure was still for determining a. fixed b(ist ])rediction filter bank at
ea.ch scale.
In [33]- [37], fixed filters chosen according to an optimality criterioji are used
throughout the entire duration or extent of the signal, whereas in our work,
I,he filters vary as the nature of the input changes. The problem addressed here
is the coding of the input data. The ada 2)tation scheme in our method neither
tries to estimate an unknown system nor uses a fixed filter bank throughout the
entire duration of the signal. The filter coefficients are updated to remove the
unnecessary information among the neighboring subsignal coefficients. Due to
the non-stationary characteristics of most image data, l,his improves the coding
efficiency. In this as])ect, the work in [-1.5] is related with our work. In [45], the
previously determined linear and nonlinear filters were used in a switchable
manner in different regions of the image. In our work, there is no need to
select from pre-determined filters in different regions of the image because the

proposed adaptive algorithm inherently modifies the hlter bank to the optimum
filter bank while preserving the perfect reconstruction property.
In Section 2.2. the PR. polyphase structure concept [22], [23] is reviewed.
S|)ecifically, the lifting stages are investigated [-10]- [13] and a procedure is
prc'sented to make them adaptive. In this section, multichannel extensions of
adaptive filter banks are also presented. As pointed above, either linear or
nonlinear filters can be used in the decomposition structure without disturbing
the PR property.
In Section 2.3, another adaptive polyphase structure which contains a fixed
anti-aliasing filter for the upper branch and an adaptive prediction filter for
tlie lower branch is described. This structure is especially useful when a mul
tiresolution viewing feature is needed.
Simulation examples and image compression results are given in Section 2.5
and conclusions about the gray tone image compression are presented in Sec
tion 2.7.

2.2

ADAPTIVE PREDICTION FILTERS IN
POLYPHASE FORM

'Phe subband decom[)osition of a signal corres2)onds to a transformation of the
input signal to a domain where one can utilize his signal jirocessing applications
more elficiently. A well known decomposition is the subband decomi:)osition
with a ])air of low- and higli-iDass filters [21]- [23]. The two-band subband
decomposition is shown in Fig. 2.1. For most practical purposes, this structure
splits the frequency content of the input signal into two, and obtains two half
size signals corresi;)onding to low and high freciuency regions.
Perfect reconstruction of the decomposed subbaiid signals is a desired prop
erty for almost all applications. For the decomposition scheme shown in
Fig. 2.1, the reconstruction stage is formed as in the right part of the same
figure. The perfect reconstruction analysis-synthesis pair should satisfy the
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Xi
Figure 2.1: QMF' Suhhand aimlysis/synthesis.
constraint oi‘.'r(ii.) I)eing equal to x{n), probably within a shift. This equations
for satisfying this constraint can be obtained as follows
1

( 2. 1)

1
2

Ah(c)

1
2

Ao(^^)G'o(i')

i (.V(r)^o(UGo(--) + A '(-c)flo(--)G o(--)l
A',

=

5 A'i(.^'^)Gi(.~)

=

-[X{z)H^iz)G^{z) + Xi - z) H, i - z) Gd~) ]

1

^ A '( ,.)

=

(

i[//o(.^)G'o(.^)-b//i(.-)G',(.-)]A-(.^)

2. 6 )

(2.7)

+ 2 [^^o(—z)Go{z) + Hi ( —z)Gi{z)] A (—;:)

In Eq. 2.7, the first term filters the original signal A'(^) cincl the next term
filters the alias term .A(—i'). Ideally, we want .A(.r) = z'^°X[z). This reciuires
tli(' two equations
HGz)Go{z) + ih{z)G,{z)
iG{—z)Go{z)-\-I'h{—z)Gi{z)

=. T[z)

(2.8)

0

(2.9)

The cancelation of the aliasing term can be satisfied with the Quadrature
Mirror F'ilter (QMF) solution:
2. 10)

Go(~) =

IMz)

(

G,[z)

-i7 o (--

( 2. 11)

=
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In the frequency doniain, if we choose
can be obtained as:
Tioj) ^

= H q{uj —k ), the transfer function
- im u -

k)

(2.12)

With careful design, Ti u) can be made close to a constant delay, that is,
|/:/^ (u ;)-//^ (u ;-7 r)| = l.
Another approach for the design of filter banks was proposed by Smith and
Barnwell [44]. They had designed a set of exact niconstruction filters specified
by the Ho filter as:
G'o(c) =

Ho{z-^)

(2.13)

Gdz )

= Ho{-z)

(2.14)

l·h[z)

= IM-z-^)

(2.15)

This structure has limited design flexibilitjc However, since most of the real
lifo signals are suitable for frequency separation type analysis, this structure
has been widely used in many applications [21].
Another decomposition structure is called the polyphase subband decom
position [22], [23]. The polyphase structure is more suitable for designing
arbitrary deconi])osition filter banks. The block diagram of the basic 2-band
polyphase subband structure is shown in Fig. 2.2. In this structure, the input

x’(n)
Figure 2.2: Polyphase decomposition
polyphase components ;ri and X2 are multiplied by a 2 x 2 matrix, P.
For perfect reconstruction, the only constraint on this matrix is invertability. One can try to optimize the P matrix according to the application with
out considering the frequency band decomposition. In many cases, the matrix
11

elements can even |)erlbnn nonlinear operations on the input data without dis
turbing the perfect I'econstruction pro]:>erty. In the next subsection, a class
of polyphase structures in which the P matrix is not fixed is introduced. A
description about how the filters that form P can be chosen is given.

2.2.1

THE BASIC FILTER BANK STRUCTURE
WITH A LIFT STAGE

Consickr the poly|)hase filter bank structure shown in Fig. 2.3. This structure
lias a siiTiple transform matrix:

-Pii·)

P =

(2.16)

0
where Pi is an operator that generates a single output with the input elements

x(n)

x,(n)

Xft(n)
Figure 2.3: Simple structure analysis stage
from the signal xi{n). This structure can be considered as a. special case of a two
band polyphase decomposition scheme. In Fig. 2.3, the filter Pi need neither
!)(' a fixed nor a linear operator for perfect reconstruction as P is invertible
regardless of the nature of Pi. Furthermore, the PR jiroperty is preserved as
P is invertible at all time instcints. Therefore, bot h non-linear filters and time
varying filters can be used in this structure. This stage can also be considered
as the prediction portion of a lift stage [40]- [43].
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X/(n)

X in )
h

X j( n )

x’(n)

X ji")
Figure 2.4; Simple struct,ure synthesis stage

4'he inverse of the P matrix in Eq. 2.16 is given as:
1 Л(.)
0

(2.17)

1

4’he resulting synlhesis structure corresponding to the syntliesis matrix is
shown in F'ig. 2.4
In this case, the low-band signal xi is obtained by down-sampling the origi
nal signal, X and it is directly passed to the encoder. Therefore, a good way of
obtaining the subsignal, Xh(n), is to predict the samples of the second polyphase
component X2 from the first polyphase component aq which is equal to ;ri. For
many signals, the polyphase components ;Ci and r -2 are strongly correlated at
near time indices. 'I'herefore, the elements in iiq can be efficiently predicted by
the values of aq . This approach is suital^le for coding applications, in which
the goal is to remove the predictable portion of the original sigiml as much as
|:)ossible. In this way, the correlation between the ( hannels is eliminated.
Usually, the i^rediction filters are of low pass nature, because the samples of
tlie input signal has a low pass nature within a neighborhood of time indices.
For some specific signal types, a good prediction filter can be put in this filter
k, and the decomposition can be performed.
However, a. great portion of the images contain parts with different sta
tistical characteristics. A predictor should be adaptive for such image and
video signals which are nonstationary in nature. This reasoning leads to the
lase structure shown in Fig. 2.5 in which the prediction filter adapts itself
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to ininirnize the high-l)a.nd signal X h ( n ) . This is especially useful when there
are sharp trarisitiou regions in an image such as subtitles, text and graphics.

2.2.2

THE ADAPTIVE FILTER BANK STRUCTURE

Tlu' adaptive estimator for
is shown in Fig. 2.-5. Tins structure retaijis
tlie important propcvi'ty of perfect reconstruction without transmitting any side
information to the synthesis stage.
The reconstruction filter bcink is shown in Fig. 2.6. Perfect reconstruction

x(n)

X j( n )

Xftdi)
Figure 2.5: Adaptive structure analysis stage

x,(n)

x(n)

x.(n)
h

Figure 2.6: Adaptive structure synthesis stage
without sending a.ny side information can be better understood by observing
tliat the adaptation ]:>arameters for updating the prediction filter in the analysis
stage are readily available in the synthesis sta.ge, as well. As a result, the same
adaptation algoritlim is used at both analysis and synthesis stages, and the
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prediction filters at both stages attain the same filter tap values at each time
instance.
Various adaptation schemes are considered in this work. The linear FIR
estimator is found to perform good for the sample images that liave been
considered. The F'dR estimator is obtained by predicting x-zin) from ;ri(n) in
a Linear Minimum Mean Squared Error (LMMS) sense as follows;
N

M

'^f^n,k'Vi(n - k) =
k=-N

- 2k)

(2.1,S)

k=-N

where the filter coefficients t(;„,fc’s are updated using an LMS-type or RLS type
algorithms [47],and the subsignal
is given by
Xh(n)

- X2(n) -

X2İn).

In our simulations, we first use the LMS type gradient estimators for linear
FIR filters as well as for order statistics filters in adaptation. The FIR, LMS
a,da.])tation is performed in a conventional manner. An estimate of the gradient
vector
V(?i) = —2p + ‘2Rw(??.)
is calculated at each step as
V(??.) - -2xn0.-2(n) + 2x„5cjw(??.
where
X» =

- A'),.i‘](n - N + 1), · ■· ,.Ti(?7. + N - l),xi{n + A’)]’·' .

(2.22)

and the filter updates are performed as
w(n T 1) = w(i7.) +
where w('n·) =
· · ·,
subsignal Xk is given by

(2-23)

is the weight vector at time instant n. The

Xh{n)

α;2(íг) - ,T2(n).

o;(?i) = .T/,(n) = a.’2(i7) - xj(?î,)w(n)
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Both
and
norms can be used in normalizing the update equations
depending on the characteristics of the signal [47]. In our simulations, these
norms are successfully used [47].
4'he scalar ¡.i determines the step size of the adaptive algorithm. It is well
known that the convergence speed of adaptation is low when ¡.i is small, but
the steady state ('nor is smaller. For large values of //., the opposite happens
and the convergence spewed increases with a higher steady state error. There
are various methods to change the value of /i during adaptation in the LMS
algorithm [49], [50]. Usually, the value of//, can be set to a large number between
1 and 2 in the l)eginning and, it can be gradually decreased to a smaller value
l)etw(ien 0 and 1. In our case, the value of // is altered according to the range of
tlie input. Since the input data Xj is available at the decoder side, the decoder
can alter the parameter of its // value for reconstruction, accordingly. Finally,
the actual update eciuation is given by.
W(?7. + 1) = W(n) + A^(Xn)'li- ||3
X,,

(2.26)

wliere the //(xi) function is experimentally set to

/d x i)

=

0.4,

Ax < 10

0.6,

10 < Ax < 30

0.8,

30 < Ax < 80

1.0,

80 < Ax < 200

1.2,

200 < Ax < 256

(2.27)

and
ma.T(X;

- m.in(xn)

(2.28)

Many simulations should be made for finding the best // values over a large
number test images with various subjective evalua.tion strategies. However,
tluise values of the // parameter are experimentally observed to perform good
for the test images in our simulations, so more elaboration on fine tuning will
be beyond the scope of this thesis.
In order to avoid extreme overshoots in filter tap updates, thresholds are
also used [51] both in the encoder and in the decoder. The recison to put such
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llu'esholds is to avoid divergence at very low bit rates which require coarse quan
tization of the transtbrm data. In our simulation studies, a limiting threshold
of —256 cind 256 for each filter tap for image coding applications is used.
The PR property is preserved in this structure as long as the same adap
tation algorithm is used at the encoding and the decoding stage. Since the
subsignal X h ( n ) as well as x„ are available both at the encoder and at tlie
decoder, the synthesis stage can adapt the filter Pi with the same filter tap
coefficients w(??.). Therefore, no side information needs to be transmitted.
VVe also used Recursive Least Squares (RLS) type adaptation in update
ec(uations, as well. In RLS type adaptation, the weighted sum of magnitudesquared errors between the desired and estimated signals is used as the mini
mization criterion.
=

(2.29)
1=0
where the error is the difference between the desired signal and its estimate
eyv/(/,n) = d{l) - h\,f{n)xM{l)

(2.30)

and w is a weighing factor between 0 and 1. The minimization of Sm with
respect to the filt('r coefficient vector hj|^(;n) gives the set of linear ecjuations
= DA/(n)

(2.31)

where bfRj^i{n) is the estimated signal correlation matrix
(2.32)
/=0
and Dyvr(n·) is the (\stimated cross correlation vector

DM(n) = J]uT-'x;,(/)d(/)

(2.33)

1=0

The solution of Ec|. 2.31 is
hhin) = Rj(n)DM{n)

(2.34)

T'lie RLS algorithm solves this matrix inversion in a recursive manner [24].
flowever, the equations in R.LS formulation requires causal filters. In order
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to obtain non-causa] filter supports, a delay can be applied to the second
polyphcise coinponent. which is the desired signal, in the analysis stage. For
|)erlect reconstruction, the same amount of delay should be put to the first
polyphase com]:)ouent just before upsampling at the synthesis stage. In our
simulations, a delay of two is used in the filter banks. This delay corresponds
to the inj)ut vector regions of support described in Sec. 2.4.
It was observed in [45], [46] that, in coding applications, the Order Statistics
(OS) filters and especially the median hlter perform better than the linear FIR
filters for the images containing sharp variations like text [45]. This observation
motivates the use of adaptive OS filters in the structures shown in Figures 2.5
and 2.6. The rank ordering of the input elements produces better coding results
especially for the images that contain sharp edges.
The implementation of the Order Statistics (OS) type adaptation [52] is
similar to the linear FIR filter coelEcient update. Actuall}^ the OS adaptive
filter bank still uses the linear LS type adaptation, but this time on a rank
ordered and modified version of the input sequence. Specifically, for the OS
case, the input vector x,,. is first rank ordered from tln^ largest to the smallest
elements. The largest and the smallest values of the vector are removed from
tlie list. As a result, another ordered vector with a shorter size is obtained.
44iis vector is then used as an input to the update liquations (2.25) and (2.26)
for adapting the filter coefficients. In our simulation studies, a region of support
with 9 elements is used. After rank ordering and (diminating the largest and
smallest elements, only 7 elements are left. These 7 elements are used as an
input vector to the LS algorithms.

2.2.3

THE CODING ALGORITHM

Using the two channel adaptive decomposition filter banks, the overall coder
for gray tone images can be summarized as follo\^'s:•

• The MxN image is read to the memory to form a matrix with M columns
and N rows.
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• The nurnbei: of decompositions for horizontal direction is iii, =
—
dj and for vertical direction is
- [/0 ^ 2 — dj where |J operation
indicates a downward truncation. Select the niinimurn of Uh and n^, as
the number of decomposition.
• In the horizontal decomposition, each row of the matrix is processed l\y
the one dimensional adaptive subband decompostion structure shown in
F’ig. 2.5. Assume the row is a IxM vector, called X. For eiich row, tlie
processing is p<irformed as follows:!*)
— X I = downsample(X);
- X2 = downsample!dela.y(X,i));
- F'eed tin' X I vector as the input signal !see Fiq. 2.22, and the X2
vector as the desired signal to the LMS algoritlun.
* Start with initial filter [0 0 0 1/2 1/2 0 0 0]
* Use the filter update eciuation !Ecj. 2.2d)
* Calculate the error seciuence using Ecj. 2.25
— Assign XI as the low band signal,XL, the error seciuence as the high
band signal, XH.
• Obtain an M /2 x N low band image, and an M f 2 x N high band image.
• Apply the above processing steps !*) to the columns ofthe low band and
high band images.
• Obtain an M/2 x N/2 low-low image, M/ 2 x N/2 low-high image, M/ 2 x
N/ 2 high-low image, M /2 x N/2 high-high image.•
• Apply all the above decomposition to the low-low image, and proceed
until the numirer of decompositions is reached.
• Obtain a pjn-amid of subband images (Fdg 2.16).
• Apply the Zerotree Coder [56] to the pyramid:
- Fdnd the maximum subband value in the pyramid, assign to Tq.
— T'l = 7(j/2 is the threshold.
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— The trees cuicl their descenclents are shown in Fig 2.16. For each
element in the subbancls:
* Is its absolute value more than J\'!
* If yes
• ('ode its sign; Positove Symbol or Negative Sjmibol.
* If no
• Is it a. descendent of a zerotree root?
• If yes, code nothing
• If no, does it have descendents with absolute value larger
than T'l?
• If yes, code as an Isolated Zero symbol.
• If no. code as a Zerotree Root.
— For subl)and locations with positive or negative s3unboIs, take the
new interval between Ti and 2 x Ti, reduce the threshold to half:
T'l/2, and apply the above zerotree coding algorithm.
— For subl)and locations with positive or isolated zero or zerotree root
symbols, take the new interval between 0 and 2'i, reduce the thresh
old to half: T’i/2, and apply the above zerotree coding algorithm.
— Continue until the amount required for the coded bit-stream is full.
• The coded bit stream consists of four distinct symbols; Positive, Nega
tive, Isolated Zero, Zerotree Root [56].
The zerotree coder produces quantized values Ibi' the subband data. In the
decoding stage, these values are fed to the synthesis structure (F'ig 2.6 and the
reconstructed image is obtained.
The adaptation stage of the decomposition structure can have various meth
ods for adaptively predicting the values of x-2 from aq. For the case of RLS
type adaptation, the updates require solving Eq. 2.34 in a recursive manner
and obtain the error sequence as given in Eq. 2.30. For the case of order statis
tics adaptation, tlie input vector in Eq 2.22 is sorted and its maximum and
minimum values are eliminated to produce a shorter input vector for the LMS
algorithm. This vector is then fed to the linear LMS adaptation function. In
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practice, any adaptive algorithm which uses x„ as the input and produces cui
error sequence can be used in the ¿idaptive subband decomposition analysis
stage, as long as the same adaptive algorithm is used in the synthesis stage for
reconstruction.

2.2.4

CASCADED ADAPTIVE PR BLOCKS

'I'he structure descril^ed in Section 2.2.2 can be generalized by cascading ma
trices similar to tlu' matrix in Eq. 2.16.
d'lie analysis and synthesis stages of the cascaded two band decomposition
structure can l)e generated using Equations (2.16) and (2.17). The overall
cascaded transformation matrix is obtained by midtiplying triangular matrices
which correspond to basic building blocks as follows:

P =

■ 1 - Pi ( . ) '
0

1

X

1

. 6b(.)

0

X

i_

'1

-P - 2 Í . ) '

0

X

(2.35)

_

1

where the hlters Ej, 6'i, E21 · · · can be linear, nonlinear or adaptive. In this
way, the upper and lower branch subsignals can be filtered a number of times.
The inverse matrix is given as
IM .)

p - ^ = ··· X
0

X

1

0

-G'i(.) 1

X

1 Pi(.)
0

(2.36)

1

The overall scheme is illustrated in Eig. 2.7. The synthesis filter bank
corresponding to the synthesis matrix P “^ can be easily constructed as shown
in P’ig. 2.7.
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ANALYSIS
x(n)

y,(n)

y,(n)

SYNTHESIS

y,(n)

x,(n)

y^(n)

—^ x^in)
Figure 2.7; Cascaded polyphase filters

2.2.5

MULTICHANNEL EXTENSION OF THE PR
STRUCTURE

For most practical jxirposes, a. tree structured subbancl decomposition obtained
by recursively decomposing the sub-signals of a two band decomposition output
is a good Wciy of obtaining scale-space representations. In this wa}', logarithmic
oi· balanced trees of n sulrsignals where n can be powei's of two. Flowever, it
may also be recpiired to have arbitrary number of subband signals for a general
decomposition.
In a generalized frame work, the filter bank structures described in Sec
tion 2.2.2 can also be extended to handle decornposil ions to subbands other
tlian the powers of two. This extension can be performed in various ways.
Consider the multiband decomposition structure shown in Fhg. 2.8.
In this figure, an M band decomposition with two cascaded PR building
blocks is illustrated. The PR property of this structure can be proved easil)^.
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x(n)-

\(Мi—'x,(n)

—Ф-

y,(n)

'M[—^Xjín)

m ]—

y/n)

■ '0 -Ч

x,(n)

---- у^(п)

,J_
У^ín)

vM

J'’igure 2.8; Multi-band analysis structure - 1
In the analysis stcige.
e,

= .Cl

V,

= Xi - P i - i ( v i ^ i ) ,

!ji,

= Vi + G i { v i + i ) ,

Ум

=

г = 2,3,...,7V/

(2.37)

г = 1, 2,..., Л/ - 1

vm

The corresponding P matrix for this case is given by :
1 -P i
P =

0

1

0

0

···

-P2

0

···

1

0

0

0

·

6h

I

0

0

·

0

G‘2

1

0

·

X

0

0

1

-Р з

···

ce the matrix P is formed l>y multi])lying upper cvncl a lower triangular
matrices, it can be inverted regardless of the filters Pi's and Gi's. Therefore,
PR. can be achieved with any choice of the nonlinear operators. This leads to
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y/n)

yisí")

tile following synthesis equations:
t’/W
Vi. - ( i , (·+1)

=

Vi,

■í’i

=

Xi

v¡ + P,_i(f’'_i) =

i = M -

Vi + P¿_i(u¿_i) = Xi ,

(2.39)
i = 2,

M

The outputs, x'i, of the synthesis filters are the same as the polyphase com
ponents, Xi, of the analysis filter bank. This im]ilementation of the multi
channel adaptive filter bank exploits the redundancy between two consecutive
polypbase components.
Another multicliannel extension structure is shown in Fig. 2.9. In the
previous structure only the samples of Xk are considered to estimate Xk+i,
k = 2,3,..,iV/. On the other hand, the structure in F’ig. 2.9 uses all of the
previous polyphase components for prediction as the index of the subsignals
increase. In this way, the redundancy between each polyphase component and
all the components with smaller subband index is eliminated. The analysis
equations for this structure are given as follows:
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í'i

=

•í’l

Vi

= -í^·

ÍJM

=

Vi

— Vi

-

1(·«’!, 02,..., t',-])

(2.40)

V¡\.¡

+

6-';(;í/M,...,

¿ = 1,2,..., Af — 1

rile synthesis equations are given by;
!Ji v 'm

X,

C i i ' i j M , ..., V i + i )

=

fjM

o¿, 7 = 1,2,...,

M

= Vm

= ill

- 1
(2.41)

= ;ri

V, + P i - i { v i , 02,..., 0¿_1) = ;r¿, 7 = 2, 2,..., h4
This later structure also yields analysis matrices which can be clecorni50 sed
to upper and lower triangular nuitrices with elements containing P¿’s and G',’s
only. In this structure, for predicting o,;’s, the number of data used increases
with increasing index i. Conversely, inoi’e o,· samples are used for predicting
;i/,’s when the index i is small. The computational complexity of this structure
is high as compared to the structure in Fig. 2.8.

2.3

ADAPTIVE PR STRUCTURE WITH
AN ANTI-ALIASING FILTER

in nicuiy applications, multiresolution display of an image is a desira.ble prop
erty. Since x{n) is sini])ly down-sampled in the upper branch of Fig. 2.5, the
visual quality of the subsignal .Ti (7?) is poor due to aliasing. This may be
unwanted for multiresolution viewing applications.
in QMF type subband decomposition structures, the H q filter acts as a low
|)ass anti aliasing |)i’e-filter. A similar anti aliasing pi'e-filter can also be put
in the adaptive structure. For this puri^ose, a two stage cascaded P matrix is

2.")

u.sed. The matrix P sliould be designed in such a way tliat the first stage should
leduce the aliasing and the second stage should |:)roduce a good “high-band’’
signal. In soiTK' sense', one of the polyphase components should correspond to
a pre-filtei’ed plus down-sampled version of the input signal.
If the low piiss filter of a QMF filter bank is a. half-band filter [22], [.53],
i.e, H{z) = |[1 dA{z^)], then the “noble identity” [22] can be used and
th(' filtering operations can be carried out after down-sampling as shown in
Fig. 2.10.
y(n)

Figure 2.10: Equivalent structures.

d'he first stage of the analysis system is, therefore, a low pass filtering stage
for :vi(n). The second stage of the system consists of adaptive prediction of
subsignal ;c/i(n), as described before. In this case, the samples of the low
pass filtered subsignal xt{n) are used to predict .Vh{n). The overall analysis
structure is shown in Fig. 2.11. Due to the half band characteristics of the low
pass filtering stage, perfect reconstruction can be achieved using the synthesis
block shown in Fig. 2.12.

Figure 2.11; Adaptive filter hank structure with an anti-aliasing filter.
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» /n )

x^(n)
Figure 2.12: Synthesis stage corresponding to Fhgure 2.11
Perfect recoustruction can also be shown in matrix form. The analysis
ase structure' has the following matrix:
1

0

0.5 0
X

A(U

X

1^

_ 0

1_

’ I -Pii·)'
0

(2.42)

1

and the synthesis matrix is simply:
’l

p - l

2 0

P i( .) '
X

_0

1

1

0

X

_

0 1_

_ -A (,s)

1_

In our simulation studies, we use the half-band La.grange family for low
pass filtering [53]. 'I'he first two Lagrange filters liave the following impulse
response:
li 3 = {1/4,1/2,1/4), a.nd
hr = { -1 /3 2 ,0 ,9 /3 2 ,1 /2 ,9 /3 2 ,0 ,-1 /3 2 } .
In the first case, the A(z) filter in the polyphase form becomes
AW = ) +
and in the second case.
9
9
1
A{z) = - - z - ^ + ^ -h
16
16 16

16

By using these two filters, satisfactory low-low images are obtained.
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2.4

TWO DIMENSIONAL FILTER BANK
STRUCTURES

The extension of tlie adaptive structure to the two dimensional case is needed
for inuige coding purposes. A straightforward two dimensional generalization
can be achieved by applying one dimensional filters to the image data in a
separable manner. In this way, first the columns of the ijiiage are filtered, then
this delta is row-wise processed. This is a conventional method to implement
multi-dimensional filters with one dimensional modules.

X

XXjin)
Figure 2.13; One dimensional prediction.
Tlie prediction |)rocedure in one dimensional filter bank structure is illus
trated in Fig. 2.13 in which a symmetric filter supirort is assumed. In this figure,
the input signal x is split into the polyphase components tt and X2 which are
represented by gray pixels in the upper cind lower arrays, respectively. The
pixel T’2 (n) which corresponds to an element in the polyphase component X’2 is
predicted from the elements of the polyphase component .Ci.
On the other hand, better prediction performance than consecutive one
dimensional row-wise and column-wise processing can be achieved. Consider
the region of support shown in Fig. 2.14 for horizontal processing. The gray
pixel can be predicted from the black pixels using an adaptive algorithm. Since
more samples are used in the support region, better prediction performance is
achieved. Once the row-wise processing is finished, the column-wise adaptive
filtering is carried out. In our simulation studies, the region of support in
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Fig. 2.14 is used. It is also experimentally observed that this produces better
coding results.

Figure 2.14: Two dimensional separable ROS - horizontal.

A frecpiently used non-separable downsampling method for images is the
“quincunx” downsampling. The region of sup])ort of the prediction filter
can readily be extended to the quincunx downsanipling method as shown in
Fig. 2.15. This decomposition method might be useful for some specific class of
images. However, the coders used in our simulation studies were not optimized
lor this type of downsanipling, therefore, they are not used in our experiments.

Figure 2.15: Two dimensional quincunx prediction.
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2.5

SIMULATION STUDIES

111

this section, image compression examples using the adaptive subbancl filter
banks cire presented. In high quality image coding applications, the adaptive
filter bank produces images with higher PSNR compared to fixed filter banks.
Tills improvement is also visible due to the elimination of the ringing effects.
For images containing text and sharp variations, the PSNR, improvement is
higher.
In the following simulation studies, the Embedded ZeroTree (EZT) coder
is used to encode the transform coefficients [56]. The EZT coder is an efficient
lossy coder which exjiloits the correlation between the scales of decomposition
corresponding to the similar locations of the image. A tree in a decomposition
is shown in Fig. 2.16. The root of the tree at lower scales of decomposition
corresponds to the location represented by a pixel in the higher scale image
whith the descendents as shown in Fig. 2.16. The idea of the EZT coder is the
assumption of the fact that if the value of a pixel in the higher scale is less than
a threshold, the values in the nodes of all its descendents will probably be less
than that threshold, too. As a result, with the quantization value correspond
ing to the threshold, an efficient representation for the whole tree is obtained.
If the compression ratio set for the compressed bit stream allows more bits, the
quantization is refined by halving the quantization level and forming another
tree representation on top of the previous trees with coarse quantization. For
excunple, the first quantization level obtains a binary quantization of the de
composed image, and the next level improves the quantization level to 2 bits,
etc, as described in Section 2.2.3.
Due to the characteristics of EZT, the coding results in our simulation
studies are obtained lyy the tree-structured two-band decompositions.
The coding results for the image shown in Fig. 2.17 at 1 bits/pixel bitrate is given in d’able 2.1. The first column of the ta.ble shows the results
without using the anti-aliasing filter stage, and the second column shows the
results with the anti-aliasing filter stage. The Embedded Zerotree Wavelet
(EZW) coder [56] with fixed filter banks of biorthogonal Barlaud lilter [57],
and orthogonal Coiflet filter [37] produces PSNRs of 36.10dB and 36.12dB,
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Figure 2.16: Zerotrees in a. decomposed image.
't*.T

Figure 2.17: Test image
respectively. These PSNRs are 0.86clB less than the PSNR obtained using
the adaptive decomposition method. In addition to the improved PSNR, the
adaptive filter bank eliminates the ringing effects which are apparent in the
EZW coder as shown in Fig. 2.18. Fig. 2.18(a) shows the enlarged detail of our
encoder output, and Fig. 2.18(b) shows the EZW output of the same place.
A similar test is done over the compund graphics-text image in Fig 2.19,
which is contained in the .JPEG-2000 test images. This image contains various
sharp transitions at the edges of graphics regions, therefore, the elimination of
ringing artifacts at these portions is important. The adaptive OS compression
of tills image at 1bpp gives a PSNR of 38.51dB, whereas the EZW method at
Ibpp gives a PSNR of 35.39dB. Furthermore, as it can be seen from Fig. 2.20,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.18: Details. (a.):our method, (b):EZW
P\ filter
Median
Adaptive FIR LMS
Adaptive FIR RLS
Adaptive OS LMS
ive OS RLS

Plain Downsampling
36.19
36.80
37.02
36.96
37.16

Antialiased Downsampling
36.00
36.76
36.96
36.90
37.09

'Fable 2.1: Experiment results (PSNR) for 5-level decomposition of the test
image at 1bpp.

the adaptive method gives better visual performances at the edge portions due
to the removal of ringing artifacts.
The 672x560 “liarbara” image is compressed to 1 bits/pixel at a PSNR of
35.91dB with the adaptive OS type prediction filter. This PSNR is better than
the conventional EZW compression scheme which produces 35.90clB PSNR.
Consider the detail images shown in Fig. 2.21. In this case, both of the images
are compressed at 0.4bpp (CR=20) to emphasize the ringing effects of the
fixed filter bank. Although the PSNR, of the image at left corresponding to
EZVV (18.42dB) is almost the same as that of the image at right (I8.43clB),
the details show tliat EZW with a fixed filter bank produces visually more
disturbing ringing effects at the edges.
A set of 28 images is comiDressed using the adaptive subband coding scheme
and the EZW with a fixed filter bank. The last 8 of these images are .JPEG2000 test images. In all cases, the adaptive method achieves higher PSNRs at
1 bpp. The coding results for these ima.ges are presented in Tables 2.2 and 2.3.
The thumlniailed test images are shown in Figures 2.22, 2.23, and 2.24.
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Dear Рал,
I u»as delighted to heat' Ргол gou last ueek.

Patti and I had a

wonderful time during our week-long suwMer vacation.

Т1чг wea

ther was e xcellen t, and ttie food was absolutely exquisite.

1

hope that we can repeat this next ijeat* and that you w ill jo in
us too.
He cafne back with a lo t o f fan ta stic iaew>rlos, which we would
lik e to share with you througli аоле snapshots that we toc<l·..

Our fa v o r ite is this picture o f us aboard the "Top Hat", which I
have pasted Into th is le tte r using some re a lly nest advanced d ig
ita l imaging technology on fny home ccxiputer.
re st to you on a CD-ROM soon.

We w ill ship the

Wishing you the best.

Love,
Susan

Figure 2.19: JPEG-2000 test image ; cowpoiwd text/graphics
XT 3.ie«;cmpiMt10a»/wpartTt>c <unn*9isti»ml>

SMMnel” of

1 9 9 4

StJiNiier of

.

1 9 9 4

.

^ure 2.20: Details of coded compound image (a.):EZW, (h):Adaptive method

Figure 2.21: Details from compressed harhara image at OAhpp (a)EZW,
(h)Adaptive method
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LMS
Image Name
(,'alLpapers
Sci_Techl
Sci_Tech2
House
Baboon
Tourism 1
Tourism2
Tourism3
4'R_map
NewsO
Newsl
News2
Map_Africa
s.textl
Pepper
Zelcla
Barbara
Bookshelf
Bookcoverl
Bookcover2
Bike
Cafe
Gats
Cmpndl
Hotel
Tools
Water
Woman

1-D filter
liZW Adapt. FIR Adapt. OS
36. bO
36.80
36.96
36.41
36.19
36.30
31.14
31.56
31.61
•38.80
38.97
39.10
30.50
30.46
30..56
30.14
30.20
30.20
27.50
27.88
28.02
32.25
32.20
32.27
31.50
31.66
31.86
34.21
.34.15
34.19
32.25
32.22
32.19
24.12
23.90
24.20
33.02
33.43
33.29
34.10
.36.10
36.28
38.18
.38.17
38.15
39.87
39.71
39.79
35.90
35.85
35.78
35.87
35.90
.35.79
33.08
33.10
33.11
34.17
34.43
34.51
35.10
.34.96
35.08
30.21
30.13
.30.18
40.88
40.77
40.80
41.58
41..59
41.63
37.77
37.75
37.78
31.02
31.03
31.09
41.92
42.00
41.95
35..52
35.52
35.49

2-D separable filter
Adapt. FIR Adapt. OS
36.87
36.99
.36..33
36.48
31.60
31.65
39.22
39.08
30..50
30.61
.30.22
30.15
27.92
28.07
32.22
32.31
31.70
31.92
34.20
34.23
32.22
32.25
24.18
24.27
33.36
33..50
36.30
36.33
38.50
38.44
39.91
.39.85
35.81
35.91
35.84
35.95
33.17
33.15
34.50
.34..59
34.99
.35.14
30.22
.30.16
40.81
40.86
41.60
41.66
37.75
37.80
31.07
31.13
41.91
41.97
35.52
35.48

Table 2.2: Experiment results (PSNR) of test images a.t Ihpp with LMS adaptcition.
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RLS
Image Name
CalLpapers
Sci_Techl
Sci_Tech2
House
Baboon
Tourism 1
Tourism2
Tourisni3
TR_map
NewsO
Newsl
News2
Map_Africa
s.textl
Pepper
Zelcla
Barbara
Bookshelf
BookcoveiT
Bookcover2
Bike
Cafe
Cats
Cmpncll
Hotel
Tools
Water
Woman

EZW
36.50
36.19
31.14
38.80
30.50
30.20
27.50
.32.25
31.50
34.21
32.25
23.90
33.02
34.10
38.15
39.87
•35.90
35.90
33.11
34.17
35.10
30.21
40.88
41..58
37.77
31.02
42.00
35..52

1-D filter
Adapt. FIR Adapt. OS
37.02
37.16
36..34
36.45
31.61
31.65
■ 39.00
39.13
30.52
30.60
30.19
30.25
27.90
28.05
32.22
32.29
31.72
31.92
34.20
34.25
32.23
32.26
24.15
24.23
33..35
33.49
36.13
36.31
38.20
38.19
39.81
39.73
35.82
35.90
.35.84
35.92
33.13
.33.15
.34..50
34..58
35.12
34.99
.30.17
30.22
40.82
40.78
41.64
41.70
37.77
37.81
31.12
31.05
41.93
41.97
35.52
35.55

2-D separable filter
Adapt. FIR Adapt. OS
37.07
37.18
36..52
36.36
31.65
31.69
39.11
.39.26
.30.55
.30.66
30.21
.30.27
27.94
28.10
32.24
32..34
31.76
31.98
34.24
34.29
32.26
32.30
24.21
24.30
33.43
33.56
36..33
.36..35
38..53
.38.46
.39.93
39.89
35.85
.35.95
35.88
35.99
33.22
33.20
34.58
34.68
.34.03
35.19
30.20
30.27
40.82
40.90
41.72
41.65
37.77
.37.83
31.10
31.18
41.94
42.02
35.50
35.55

;e 2.3; Expevirnent results (PSNR) of test hmiges at Ihpp with RLS adap
tation.
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Figure 2.22; lest hmiges: CalLpapers, ScLtechl, ScLtech2, House, Baboon,
Tourism I.
"I'he adaptive decomposition can also be used in conjunction with the reguhir fixed wavelet transform. For example, one level of decomposition can be
made with the adaptive filter bank, and the next decomposition can be made
with the fixed filter bank, for coding. For some of the test images, two level of
adaptive subband decomposition followed by fi.xed wavelet decompositions up
to the recpiired numljer of levels for the EZT coder, gives better compression
results. These results are presented in Table 2.4. The improvements may be
due to the loss of predictability of the polyphase components for very small
images. In some other Ccvses, the different decomposition structures yields
slightly worse results. The worse results indicate that these images produce
incompatible sub-images for EZT coding.
In a filter bank structure, the perfect reconstruction depends on the lossless
transmission of the subsignals to the synthesis side. In adaptive filter banks,
the high-band signal is also used for adapting the synthesis filter. Therefore, at
very low bit rates tire performance of the adaptive filter bank coder deteriorates
because of severely perturbing the values of x i { n ) and X h { n ) . Consider the
PSNR vs. CK ])lots shown in Fig. 2.25 for the image of Figui-e 2.25 . Above
(!R=20 level, fixed filter Iranks start producing Iretter results than the adaptive
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Figure 2.23: Test ¡mages: TourisnTJ, Tourism.^ TiLmap, NewsO, Newsl,
News2, Map.Africa, sJ.extl, Pepper, Zekla.
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Figure 2.24: Test ¡iiiciges: Barbara, Bookshelf, Bookcoverl, Bookcover2, JPEG2000 images: Bike, (kife. Cats, Cmpndl, Hotel, Tools, Water, Womcin.
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Image Name
Call_|)a.|)ers
,Sci_'l'edil
Sci_'rccli2
House
Ba.l)()oii
Toiu’ism 1
Tourisin2
Tourism.*}
TlLuiap
NewsO
Nevvsl
News 2
Map_A Frica
sJx'.xt.J
Pep|)er
Zc'lcla
Barba.i'a.
Bookshelf
Bookeovcu’l
Bookeover2
Bike
( ’aCe
Cats
Cm pud 1
Hotel
Tools
VVat(M·
Woman

2 level acUiptive FIR
36.84
36.30
31.62
39.03
30.52
30.14
27.92
32.23
31.71
34.22
32.22
24.19
33.37
36.32
38.48
39.89
35.82
35.85
33.16
34.50
35.10
30.22
40.78
41.62
37.79
31.11
41.94
35.53

Table 2.4: Experiment n
followed by fixed wavelet decomposition.
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2 l('vel adaptive OS
36.95
36.45
31.67
39.17
30.64
30.20
28.06
.32.32
31.93
34.24
32.25
24.26
33.52
36.34
38.43
39.84
35.91
35.97
33.16
.34.57
35.15
30.24
40.83
41.64
37.80
31.15
41.96
35.54

Figure 2.25: EZW versus ¿idaptive method a.t different CR's
filter bank. Hovvevc'r. at these CR levels, the coding is not visually transparent,
and disturbing coding artifacts become visible at the encoded images.
The aim of this work is to achieve high quality image coding, therefore
the use of adaptive' predictors is meaningless at very low bit rates. If the
subsigiud Xh is corrupted during transmission, then the adaptive scheme should
be cancelled and the adaptive predictor should be substituted with a fi.xed halfband low pass filter. 'I'he corruption or the divergence of the adaptive algorithm
can be checked by comparing the low-low sub-image and the reconstructed
image. If the r('coustructed image is too much different than the upsampled
low-low image, then the adaptive algorithm can be cancelled.
The Set Partitioning (SP) algorithm [58] is known to increase the perfor
mance of the EZVV. The SP algorithm also gives a similar amount of improve
ment in PSNR. For ada])tive subband decomposition algorithm. For example,
the SP algorithm improves the PSNR. of the wavelet transform coder for the
image in Fig. 2.17 to PSNR=36.81 at lb]>p, and the adaptive filter bank with
tlie SP algorithm gives a PSNR of 37.50 at the same bit rate. Typically, The
SP algorithm improves the PSNR by about 0.5dB to IdB at around CR=8:1
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(or l:)oth the fixed wa.velet decomposition and tlu' adaptive subband decompo
sition.
The Adaptive iVIorphological Subbancl Decomposition described in [45] uses
cin alternating coding strategy for different regions in tlie image. Specificalfy,
it chooses linear fillers for natural looking regions and morphological filters for
I'f'gions of grciphical images. In the “baboon” image this algorithm achieves a
PSNR of 25.858dB at 0.49bpp, whereas our adaptive algorithm gives a PSNR
of 26.91dB at the same bit rate. Furthermore, the filter selection method
used in [45] can also be used in our algorithm to switch between adaptive FIR
and cidaptive OS filter banks, as well. The adaptive nonlinear filter banks are
successful in coding ijnages with regions sepiirated by sharp edges. On the other
hand, the adaptive FIR. filter bank is useful for regions with uniform textures
like images of gra.ss or forest. The texture detection algorithm described in [45]
ccui be used for separating such regions and using alternating adaptive filter
baid\S. The PR property is preserved since the texture detection is based on
the low-low compoiK'nt of the decomposed signal which are available both at
the encoder and the decoder side.

2.6

CODING OF COLOR IMAGES

The e.xtension of gray tone image coding to color images is straightforward.
Most of the coding algorithms that are developed foi· gray tone irniiges are
directly applied to the color components of the color image [8], [98],
'I'hree color com|)onents are used for reproduction purposes. This is due to
the sensitivity of the human eye to three basic color wavelengths, namely Red,
Green, and Blue (RGB). The human eye does not act like a spectrum analyzer
to perceive the exact wavelength of a color. Instead, it perceives the stimuli
generated by three' perceptron nodes (sensors) which have color sensitivity
curves centered around red, green, and blue colors [12]. If the sensitivity of
the three coloi' sensors are represented by .S',(A) which is a function of the
wavelength. A, then the spectral response of the sensor i to the spectral energy
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listribution of a roloi'cd lighl·
Г '\m a .r

a, { C) = /
,S',:(A)C'(A)(/A.
·/ Xfilin

г = 1,2,3

(2.46)

With this e(|uatioii, any color can be reproduced by mixing appropriate
amount of primary colors. This yields to anotlnn- useful fact that the when
the three primai'v colors are transformed to other three-element coordinate
systems, they can be transformed back to RGB system to obtain the desired
reproduction, if the transformation matrix is invertible. There are several color
coordinate systems [12] which are practically used in various standards. For
example the X,Y,Z system of C.I.E. uses the following coordinate transforma
tion:
A'
0.490 0.310 0.200
R

r

0.177 0.813 0.011

G

0.000 0.010 0.990

В

(2.47)

where ) stands for the luminance (the gray level) component.
Similar to the (bI.E. standard, the IVTSC transmission system uses the
following transformation:
Y

0.299
=

/
.

.

0.587

0.596 -0.274
0.211

-0.523

0.114

R

-0.322

G

0.312

В

(2.48)

whei'e Y\ again, stands for the luminance component.
The back transformation to the RGB domain is performed by multiply
ing the trajisform domain components with the inverses of the transformation
matrices.
It is usually more practical to apply the gra.y tone coding algorithms over
the transform domain components, which are approximately decorrelated using
the transformation matrix. Typically, the luminance component Y stands for
the gray tone countei'part of the colored image, and the other components
carry the extra coloi' information. Our coding algorithm can cilso be used over
the transformed color components, just like in the case of other image coding
sta.ndards, such as .Il’liG, EZW, etc.
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2.7

SUMMARY

An adaptive sul)ban(l clecomi^osition schcmie for high quality gray tone image
coding is introduced in tliis chapter. Cray tone image compression is essential
tor coding some portions of the digitized library, as well as for many other image
archival applications. The |)roposed adaptive decomposition schomie performs
l)etter than the conventional fi.xed wavelet coders. Furthermore, the coding
improvement is moie for images with sharp variat.ions. Since most of the gray
tone inuiges in a digitized library contains sharp edges and subtitles inside the
gray tone image, the proposed algorithm efficiently encodes them.
In the implementation of the coder, the adaptive prediction filters are em
bedded into a polyphase structure. In the two channel structure, the high-band
subsignal is estimated from the low-band subsignal using a. least squares type
adaptcition algoritlmi. The perfect reconstruction property of the decomposi
tion structure is retained as long as the same ada.pta.tion algorithm is used at
the analysis and synthesis stages.
The adaptive estimation of the high-band subsignal (X2 ) from the low-band
input sigiicil (xi) eliminates the parts of X2 which are predicted from Xi by the
least sc[uares adaptive methods. Due to the nature of the least squares type
adaptive algorithms, the prediction is a pixel-wise local operation.
We also introduced an adaptive filter bank with a.iiti-aliasing filtering for
the low-band signal. In tins structure, the low-band signal is obtciined from
the input using lialf-l)and low pass filters followed by downsampling. The highba.nd subsignal is tluni estimated from the low-band subsignal using adaptive
prediction. In this structure, a. high quality multiresolution viewing capability
is possible clue to the anti-aliasing pre-filter.
The structure is also extended to two dimensional image decomposition in
vcirious ways. It is shown that separable and quincunx downsampling exten
sions are possible.
I'he overall structure is observed to be efficient lor compressing a wide
variety of images. Specifically, for the ima.ges of the digitized library that
contain sharp variations such as text, subtitles and graphics, our algorithm
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perlbi'ins betU'i' lliaii other methods in terms of PSNR. Our algorithm al.'·
improves the perceptual quality of the compressed image by eliminating tlie
ringing cU'tifacts which are disturbing at sliarp transitions or subtitles.
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Chapter 3
TEXTUAL IMAGE
COMPRESSION AND
ARCHIVING
A clocument image mainly consists of printed text and some marks and draw
ings. There can also be gray tone and color images inside a document. In
order to increase the coding efficiency, the bi-level part - specificallj' the text
part - should be I’emoved from the rest of the document image and coded sep
arately. There are (dficient algorithms to separate the graphics parts of an
image from the textiud parts [72]. The tiixtual part of the image usually con
tains important infornici.tion for keyword search and retrieval. The digitally
scanned pages lu'ed to Ido compressed to overcome the storage and retrieval
problems in a digital library. Another ajrplication of textual image compres
sion is the lacsimile. High com]:)ression of textual images is crucial for digital
facsimile ap])lications Irecause facsimile documents generally contain images of
pi'inted text. The recognition of cha.racters is usually unreliable and ina.y give
unwanted results for documents in which eveiy cha.racter and punctuation is
important. In that case, the compression of the text as an image is important.
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Historical clocuuiciits are other applications where the clocuinents should l)e
kept as images [60].
Many methods have been designed for compressing images, text, sj
audio and many otlier waveForms [54]. In the literature, the problem of binary
image compression is also widely investigated [59] - [70]. Since most of tire
cormiionly used coding techniques lor arbitrary image compression do not take
into account the spc'cial characteristics and the fast database secirch properties
of the text images in a database, one has to deal with digital compression and
archiving of l)inary text images differently. The diflerence of a binary text
image Irorn an arbiti'ai'y image is that the textual image contains repetitions of
small patterns which are the images of characters or letters all over the image.
Coding methods specific to this type of images will Ire described in this chapter.
Quick database search and retrieval is also an essential property for digital
document libraries. The compression method should enable the user to perform
keyword searches and similar multimedia operations. A large fraction of ima.ge
compression techni(.|ues (such as subband coding [21] a.nd transform domain
techniques) do not (Mia.ble direct pattern matcliing in the coded data after
compression.
A text image, similar to a text itself, contains repetitions of small character
images, i.e. letters. Exploiting the redundancy of these repetitions is the key
step in some of the textual inia.ge coding algorithms [59] - [67]. A good approach
to take advantage’ o( this redundancy is to encode the repeated character images
and their locations. 4'liis method elficiently compresses the textual image and
it is appropriate for fast database search with some modifications. With this
method, the lossy compression ratio is around 60:1 - 100:1, and the lossless
compression ratio is around 15:1 - 30:1. The suitability for keyword secirch
can be understood by observing that since the character images and labels are
preserved in a symlro] library, the keyword secirch can be carried out inside the
character library and the table which shows the locations of characters.
In this chapter, we consider the problem of textual ima.ge compression in
sublrand domain. The subband characteristics of the binary text images is
suitable lor higher compression. Our approach is based on finding the repeti
tions of small character images in the subband decomposed images. A number
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of advantages about using subbancl decomposition has been observed in our
experiments. 'J'Ik' final lossless and lossy compression ratios in our method are
higher than the lossless and lossy compression ratios of the previous methods,
and tlie time re(|uired for encoding decreases by a factor of 2^^, where M is the
level of wavelet rlecom position, when compared to the direct use of the method
described in [60]. 'I'he ('iicoding speed is obtained by constructing the symbol
library and performing the searches inside a smaller subband image.
In Section 6.1. the m(=thod of extrcicting the character images is described.
.After a. brief ex|)lauation of the subband decomposil.ion methods that are used,
the compression scheme in subband domain is presentcnl in Section 3.5. In Sec
tion 3.3. the compression of the character image libraries in subband domain
is described in detail. Finally, the experimental results are presented in Sec
tion 3.5.

3.1

TEXTUAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
TECHNIQUES IN THE LITERATURE

The information iii a textual image mainly consists of text data, therefore the
I'ecent compression algorithms treat the problem of compression different than
the compression of arbitrary binary images that do not contain text images [59]
- [71]. Most of the l)ina.ry image compression methods cire based on pixelwise iirediction of binary values inside the image. Some techniques have been
developed in order to a.chieve a better performcuice for documents that contain
both textual and arbitrary images. These techniques sepiirate the textual part
of tlie image from the non-textual part [72], [73], and enhance the textual
image [74]. After tlie enhancement, the textual part is compressed differently.
Optical charactc'i· recognition (OCR) methods [75] - [78] for compressing
textual images result in high compression ratios, however it is usually not relialile. Most of the' time, the operation should be pre and post-processed by a
person to eliminat(' errors. Furthermore, it may not yield a faithful reproduc
tion of the documeut in terms of fonts, printing sizes and spacings, which may
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be required in same applications. If the document is a historical document
from a. library, or a. page that contains information about the printing environ
ment (this ca.n be critical for crirninology), simple optical character recognition
is not suitable. Due' l,o this reason, tlie image compression of the document
image' ma.y be re(|uirecl instead of transcribing the document. Depending on
the' application. tli(' OCR output can accompany the' image tor keyword searedi
and similar a|)plie-ations. Or reversely, this coding scheme can serve as a pre
processing for OCR. Since the only characters to be considered are inside the
character library, the OCR. can be done inside this library, and the text re
production can be done together with the locations of the characters. With
this motivation, our attention is focused to a well known textual image com
pression method which is based on finding isolated characters and determining
their positions inside a document [60].
A number of authors [63] - [67] consider the loss,y compression of text im
ages. The first method by Ascher and Nagy [63] used the method of find
ing the isola.ted cliaracters and encoding their locations, however the con
structed symbol library was not coded. Other lossy compression methods that
have been successfully used in the past include "coml)ined symbol matching
(CSM)” [64], “pa.ttern matching and substitution (PMS)” [67] and “weighted
and-not (WAN)” [66].
The eSM was |)roposed by Pratt et al. [64]. The difference from the previ
ous scheme was that, the rare symbols were left uncoded, and the marks that
do not correspond to text symbols were coded by using two dimensional runlength coding. This method was later improved by pre-loading a static library
constructed by the most common typewriter fonts. By pre-loading the most
common 150 words in the English language and representing them with single
marks, tlu' com|)r('ssion ratio was further improved to around 145:1. There are
certain problems with this method. It cannot be applied to any text docu
ment scanned at ai'bitrary resolutions. I'lie type and the size of text fonts is
important in this method, and the compression decreases when the text is not
in English. In [66], Holt et al. introduced an improvement for CSM using a
W.'\N pattern matching criterion.
.Johnsen et al. proposed PSM which was better than CSM in terms of com
pression and robustness. This method decompos(?s large symbols into smaller
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Figure 3.1: Part of the original document image where the repetitions of letter
"a'' are illustrated.
parts so the matchirig techniques can be used to coni])ress arbitrary graphical
shapes.
Among otlier lossless binary image compression techniques which do not
take into account the content of the image [68] - [70], Witten et al. introduces
a second pha.se to the lossy methods to accomplisli a lossless compression [60].
In this case, the residue image, which is the diil'erence ima.ge obtained by
subtracting the oiviginal image from the lossy compressed image, is encoded in
a. lossless manner.
In all these metliods, the procedure depends on the same character image
extraction idea. 'I'lie general outline of these procedures can be described in a
sequence as follows (see Fig. 3.1):
i) Find and extract a character in the irna.ge.
ii) Compare it with the symbol library consisting of the separate character
images.
iii) If the character e.xists in the symbol library, then take the location only,
otherwise add it to the library.
IV Compress the constructed library and the symbol locations.
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A further step is proposed by Witten el al. [60] wlio encode the residue
image so that lossh'ss compressiou can be achieved.

In Section .■{.3, I describe liow this procedui’e can l)e applied to subband
decomposed textual images. Some experimental results about document re
trieval issues are given in Section 3.4. The advanlages of using a smaller sized
images are explained and the compi’ession results are presented in Sections 3.5
cuid 3.6.

3.2

IMAGE CODING USING WAVELET
TRANSFORM

Image coding using wavelet transform has been widely investigated for graytone and color images [79]- [81]. By using the relation between subband coding
and wavelet transformation [82]- [84], the wavehi't transform is implemented
with a perfect reconstruction filter ba.nk, in practice. The idea is to divide
the image data into subbands corresponding to different frequency contents.
Let us assume that H q{u>) and H i {lo) are the low-pass and high-pass filters
of a perfect reconstruction filter bank, respectively. In 1-D case with one
level decompositiom the input signal ;r[??.] is filtered by /io[?i] and /ii[?i] and
the resulta.nt signals are down-sampled by a factor of two. In this way two
sub-signals ;ro[n] and
[n] are obtained, i.e..
«■["'] =

hi[k]x\;2n - /?],

i = 0 ,1

(3.1)

4'he sub-signals ;ro[n] and .'ri[??.] contain the low-pass and the high-jDass informa
tion of the original signal ,t [?7.] respectively. The overall operation is illustrated
in Fig. 2.1.
'I'he synthesis j)art of this decomposif ion is p(?rforrned by the complemen
tary synthesis filters after upsampling stage [82]- [84].
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In 2-D case, implementation of one level decompositions in horizontal and
vertical directiojis results in four subband images, l l j h j i l , and lih. The sub
band image 1,1 is obtained b,y first lowpass filtering the image in horizontal
dii’ection and tlien lovvpass filtering in the vertical direction, Ih is obtained
by first lowpass filtering the image in horizontal direction and then highpass
filtering in tlie vertical direction, cuid so on.
For most of the gray tone images, the corresponding subband images can
be quantized without introducing much perceptual degradation. After the
quantization step, the data set in each subband can be encoded separately by
using the most suital)le encoding strategy for the subband image. Typically,
tlie // image is coded using DCT [85] and other block based transform domain
techniques [86], a.nd other bands are coded by entropy coding and run-length
encoding. Recently, the cross correlation between the subband images has been
used for achieving higher compression [56]. This idea is also used in our work.
The text images that we deal with are binary images. If perfect reconstruc
tion is desired, the number of levels in the subband images certainly increase as
a result of lineai' filttnlng. (There are also some group theoretical approaches
to subband filtering [87] - [89] that keeps the number of levels the same after
the transformation ). In our first experiments, we used lire simplest FIR perfect
reconstruction filter bairk
ho[0] = ho[l] = 1/2,

/?o[n] = 0 fo r n ^ 1,2

/ii[n] = ( - l ) ’V?o[n]

(3.2)
(3.3)

This filter bank com'sponds to Ilaar Wavelet Transform [21] and it came out
to liave a number of advantages in our application for the reasons that will
be described in Sections 3.3 and 3.5. With this pair of filters, the subband
images of a binary image become 5-level images after one stage decomposition,
however the encoding stage for the subband images will have a perforrricmce to
come over the disadvantage of increasing the number of levels.
Two more suliband decomposition strategies will be investigated in this
study as well. 'I'lie first one is the Binary Subband Decomposition which is
derived from tlu' Bina.ry Wavelet Transform work by Swanson and Tewfik [89],
and the next oih' is the Binary Nonlinear Subband Decomposition which is
introduced İrere.
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3.2.1

BINARY SUBBAND DECOMPOSITION - BI
NARY WAVELET TRANSFORM

In Binary Wavelet 'IVansform (BW'T) [89], the binary images are decomposed
into binary transCorm images. The oiDerations that are used in this transform
scheme require simple modulo-2 operations. An advantage of this method
is that it shares many of the imjrortant characteristics of the real wavelet
transform. Typically, the binary wavelet transform (BWT) yields an output
similar to the thi-esliolded out]mt of a real wavelet transform operating on
the image, d'he theory of binary wavelets is develo]red in terms of perfect
ro'construction filti'r banks in GF(2) (Galois Field 2) [87]- [92].
The analysis stage of the BW9’ consists of binary filters followed by dec
imation l)y a factor of two. Since all the additions are made in modulo - 2,
the operations can be replaced by logical “xor” operations. The counterparts
of the frequency characteristics and va.nishing moments are available in Galois
Field - 2 GF(2).
Let / = [;r[?7i./l·2 ]]^/χ/v be the image matrix whose entries are pixel values.
The decomposition is performed by pre- and post-multiplying the image matrix
with the analysis matrix T and its transpose TL
Ij = T x I X P

(3.-1)

where /,/ is tlie decomposed image.
The transform matrix T is constructed from a pair of lowpass and high-pass
filter vectors ho = [//o[0] /io[l] · · · ho[P — 1]] and hi = [/?i[0] /?i[l] · · ■lii[Q — 1]]
as follows :

.'i2

T

h(,

0

0

0

0

0

0

ho

0

0

2 — ctrculant{ho)
—

2 —c/rculant{hı)
hi

0

0

0

0 ···

0

0

hi

0

0 ···

wliei'e

2 —c i r c u l a n l . { d o . c/j, · · ·, c//v_ı) =

do

dy

d ‘2

d N -y

dv-2

d N -y

dy

d N -3

d N -4

d N - :y

d-2

d-2

d.

d.y

···

d N -5

(3.6)

dy

If the filter size is less than N, tlien tlie filter vector is jjadcled with zeros. In
this wa.y, the matri.x 7' hcis two 2-circulant parts.
The matrix Li in Eq. 3.4 has the following form
^
hi =

hi

hh

(3.7)

hit hih
where huJihJhi and hik. correspond to low-low, low-high, high-low and highhigh images, respectively.
Due to the structure of the transformation matrix T, the BWT can also
be implemented using a binary subband decomposition filter bank. This im
plementation will be named as the Binary Subband Decomposition (BSD).
Consider the following choice of analysis filter vectors
/;.o = [l 0], 7i = [l 1]

(3.8)

In 1-dimensional case, the subband signals are obtained as
= X];r[2??. - i]ho[i]

■M

(3.9)

X

Figure :F2: One stage subhcind decomposition with "xor" ñlter.

·'■/,.[«] =

ф п - i]hi[г]

(3.10)

1=0

where tlie aritliiiu'l ir operations are carried out in modulo-2 arithmetic. Note
that the modulo-2 summation corresponds to the logical “xor” operation. The
lowband signal xt[n] is nothing but a decimated version of the original signal
;r[?7.]. The signal .r[//] * /ii[n] is zero everywhere except at the 0 to 1 or 1 to
0 transitions, and xi,,[n] is a decimated version of .r[??.] * /7i[??.]. This operation
corresponds to the analysis part of Fig. 3.2.
d'he synthesis operation of the BVVT representation is performed by the
inverse matrices. In the case of the FdSD described in Eq.’s 3.10 and 3.10, the
reconstruction can Ire done by simple FIR. synthesis filters
,7/0 = [1 1], t/i = [l 0]

(3.11)

3'he reconstruction stage of this BSD is shown in the right part of Fig. 3.2.
For an arbitra.ry BVVl', it nia,y not be always possible to carry out the syn
thesis operation by a filter bank as in Fig. 3.2. In those cases, the reconstruc
tion can be performed via binary matrix multiplications instead of s,ynthesis
filters 1891.
An example of decomposing a letter image into binary sub images is given
in Fig. 3.3. The left image is the original image of letter “a”, and the right
four images are four subband images generated using the BVVT.
The next sulrband decomposition method is based on the work by Egger
et al [45]. In this work, tlie decomposition filter l)ank consists of non-linear
filters instead of tlie sta.ndard perfect I’econstruction linear filters. The general
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a

Figure' 3..·]: Dhuiry wavelet decomposition of letter “a”
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Figure 3.4: One stage nonlinear siihhand decomposition
one stage, one dirnensiona] analysis and synthesis operation is illustrated in
Fig. 3.4. In this figure, M stands for a nonlinear operation It can be observed
tha.t the perfect reconstruction of the input is possible in this structure if the
noidinear function M satisfies the generalized half-band condition described
in [4-5]. Specifically, the nonlinear operation that we use is the median filtering.
In the horizontal direction case, the operation is as follows :
The downsampling is directly performed on the data in horizontal direction,
so the dark pi.xels in Fig. 3.5 are transmitted through the upper branch. In
oj'der to predict tlie value of the white pixel in the figure, the pixels numbered
from I to 6 are used. The prediction is made by simply taking the median
of these six pixel values. The prediction error which is the difference of the
prediction value from the true value is transmitted through the lower branch.
In the reconstruction step, the same prediction is made b}'^ using the data
transmitted from tlie upper branch, and that prediction value is added to the
prediction error which is transmitted from the lower branch.
This scheme has various advantages over the linear subband decomposi
tion when the iniag(' has sharp edges. It should be pointed out that when
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F’igure 3.5: IlorizoiítaJ direction nonlinear suhhand decomposition

Figure 3.6: Nonlinear binary suhhand decomposition of letter “¿i.”
the subtraction is performed for transmitting the difference between the pixel
value and the median prediction value from the lower branch, the modulo-2
subtraction can be used. In this case, the resultanl. difference is again binary.
By using this modification, the subliand images can be obtained to l)e binary.
In the synthesis part, the corresponding addition should be again modulo-2.
Since the document images are binary images, clearly it is advantageous
to use binary subband decompositions. The pattern search speed improves
for the binary images. Moreover, the matching criterion is simpler than the
multi level matching criterion that is used in the ll subband image obtained by
Haar Wavelet transform. Since the resultant character libraries in the subband
images are also binary images for these transfoimations, they can be more
eificiently compressed.
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3.3

TEXTUAL IMAGE COMPRESSION IN
WAVELET DOMAIN

Our approach to tlie textual image coding problem is to combine the wavelet
trcinsforrnation and the textual inuige compression techniques described in Sec
tion 3.1.

3.3.1 CHARACTER MATCHING BASED COMPRES
SION
In a digitcd library, most of the computation time to acknowledge a query is
spent in finding tlie matches of a character image inside the text inia.ge. We
take the character image' and slide it over the whole text image to find the
sum of the absolute' elifference at every location, lii this way, a matching error
mati'ix E {i,j) is cernstructed. Our matching criterion is based on a cornbinatiem
of absolute erren· betwtien the pixel valueis at each location and a constraint on
the sizes of the letters. The E matrix thus has high and low values of the
matching errors. The points corresponding to the local minima, of matrix are
then tested for being detected as the searched character. The latter test is for
removing the errors that occur when both the pixel-wise error is small and the
letter sizes match.
After one level of decomposition, the time required for computing the E ma
trix decreases apjiroximately by a factor of 16 because the sizes of the character
irna.ges and the sizes of the text ima.ges are one fourth of the original image
(i.e. the width and the height of the irna.ges cire half of the originals). For most
of the test ima.ges which are 11 or 12 point printed text, scanned at 300clpi, one
level of subba.nd (h'composition preserves the intelligibility of individual char
acter images. Furtlu'rmore, the character locations in the low-low sub-image
for this resolution is sufficient for determining the locations of the characters in
the reconstructed image. Due to this observation, the steps in Section 3.1 are
carried out in the 1.1 subband of the original image. Fyach mark is determined in
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the 11 image, and checked for the repetitions inside the same image. The places
of occurrence and the boundaries of the marks obtained from the II image is
used for all other sul)l)cinds (Method 1). In other words, we do not carry out
other search algorithms in any subband image other than the II image. The
time required to make the search in the subband improves the speed of both
the encoding process and the query time. Certainly, the pattern matching is
now done for five-level images obtained by one stage decomposition in the case
of hlaa.]· wavelet.

im a g e€ O (iin « isw v itT rf’D C liq w b 0 k y P ’[l]A

Figure 3.7: Symbol libraries of suhhand images. //, Ih, hi, and hh

Three other library of symbols is generated corresponding to the library
obtciined for the // subbancl inicige (Fig. 3.7). These subband library (SL)
images constitute the subband decomposition of the original library (OL) of
symbols which is obtained by using the original binary image and the same
pattern matching method (Method 2). These SL images have one fourth the
size of the OL image and they are five-level images.
Since the same method is used for encoding the locations of the repeated
characters (step 5.b) in Method 1 and Method 2, the amount of bits required
lor encoding the locations for Method 2 is larger. Tliis is due to the size of the
page to be encoded. The size of the original page is four times greater than
the size of the subband images, so the location coordinates for Method one is
twice larger. The amount of bytes for encoding the locations of the repeated
characters (step 5.1)) in Method 1 is about 1.4 times smaller than the amount
of bytes for encoding the locations for Method 2.
By the elimination of the repeated character images from each subband
image, we have four subband residue images which may be coded as a last step
for achieving lossless compression as in [60].
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After these operations, the compression efficiency is compfetefy determined
by flow snccessful tfie SL images are compressed. Since the OL image is a
binary text image, it can be efficientfy compressed by some tossfess entropy
coding methods such as predictive coding or Lem])el-Ziv coding [61], [59]. The
challenge here is to find a coding rnef.hod for the SL images which results in
a better overall performance. The nimif)er of bits rec|uired for encoding the
locations and symbol labels is small when compared to the number of bits to
represent tlu' symirol library. This situation is valid as long as the number of
characters in a. document is approximately less than 4000. If the document
size is la.rge and the number of cfiaracters inside the document is more than
4000, then the numlrer of bits to represent the locations becomes comparable
to the nurnbei· of bits to represent the symbol library. In this work, most of
the attention is concentrated on the compression of symbol librciry images.

3.3.2

EFFICIENCY OF SUBBAND DECOMPOSI
TION BEFORE T.I.C.

Let us suppose that t he document image consists of L symbols and the symbol
library contains .M characters and [)unctuation marks. If there is no subband
decomposition, the total number of bits required to store this document is
given l)y
= T((p + </) + H i ) + Bo
(3.T2)
where p and q are t.he number of bits for representing the x and y coordinates
of a character. Hi is tlu' entropy of the source in terms of symbols, and B q is
the nurnl)ei· of bits re([uired for the compressed symbol library. The entropy
111 is given by Hi — —Y)f,l-i Pmloypin where p„, is the |)roba.bility of the m-th
character. Clearly, t he (uit.ropy of the cliaj’acter library is language and context
dependent.
After one level of sublrand decomposition, the total number of bits changes
to

T i^ L { { p ' + q') + Hi) + Bi
(3.13)
where p' and q' are the number of bits for representing the x and y coordinates
of a clmracter in the subband domain, and Bi is the number of bits required for
tlie new com|:)i'essed symbol library. Since both the old and the new libraries
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should contain the same numbei· of symbols, the entropy term Hi remains the
same in both 3.12 and 3.13. If the locations of the characters are determined
in the subband domain then ;/ = p/2 and q' = q/2 because the low-band
inicige is a quarl.('r size image. This may result in a one pixel shift of the
character boundaiT's in the coded ima.ge. In the simulations, it is observed
l.liat human eye do('s not distinguisli one pixel jitt('r in character locations for
a text ]:>i'inted in 11 or 12 |)oint font and scanned at 300dpi resolution. The
jittei' can l)e eliminated by recording the locations of the characters in the
original image in which case p' — p and q' = q.
The number of bits required for representing the multiresolution library is
smaller than tlu' original character library, i.e., B\ < Bo for all the examples
studied in this work (see Tables I and 2). The high-band textual images consist
of dots and lines at tlu' boundaries of the character images. These dots and
lines are highly correlated with the low-band character images. Vectors of
the multiresolntion codebook are compressed by first appending the bit-planes
of the subband chai-acter images followed by arithmetic coding. This method
results in highei· compression rates than individual compression of the subband
codebooks.
Since the low-low subimage, aq/[n], is a coarse version of the original textual
image, the TKJ algorithm described in Section 3.1 can be applied to ;r//[n].
The procedure starts with determining every character image in
and
comparing it with the images in the symbol library. If a similar image exists
in the low-low library, then the character boundary and the location of this
character is used for other subband images ;tq/i[n], ;r/i/[o],
as well. If
the image does not exist in the library, it is added to the library and the
corresponding highband character ima.ges are added to their symbol libraries.
In tills way, four symbol libraries are constructed from the subband images as
shown in Fig. 3.7.
The total numlier of bits to represent the foiii· Symbol Libraries (SL) is
smaller than the number of bits needed for the SL generated by the direct use
of the TIC' metliod. The eiliciency of the subband domain textual compression
is achieved ly making use of the correlation between subband images corre
sponding to a textual image. As a. consequence of the binary time localized
transforms, the edges of the character images are almost at the same locations
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ill all subl)aiKl,s. I’lu' bit-planes of tour subirnages are appended as shown in
F'ig. 3.10 and the resulting multilevel image is compressed using an arithmetic
coder which encodes the predicted tour bit pi.xel value.
In the case of the Haar WT, the SL images are not binary. The bit-plane
appended imag(' has 1 x 5 gray levels. It is observed that this image can be
(|uautized to 12 levcds with almost no \dsual degradation. These library images
are also used in our simulation studies. Since th(? Haar transform images are
multilevel images, Iroth keyword search and compression times are higher com
pared to the binary transforms because of the increase in the pattern matching
time for multilevel images.
Subbaud decomposition levels can be increas(:'d. if the character sizes are
large or the scanuc'r resolution is high. For example 2^'· subband images are
generated for a f\ level decomposition. In such a case, 2^' character libraries
have to be encock'd <'tc.
Our coding results are in parallel with the results in [89] who observed that
the entropy of the subband images decreases, d’he experimental results are
also in parallel with the work in [57] in the sense that subband decomposition
followed by VQ is more efficient than straightforward vector cpiantization of
images.

3.3.3

PATTERN MATCHING CRITERIA

The pattern matching criteria lor extracting and com|)aring the character im
ages inside the document is an important step that determines the success of
the coding algoritlim. In conjunction with the multiresolution TIC method,
any pattern matching techniciue can l)e used in the construction of the symbol
library.
In our simulation studies, we used two methods for symbol matching. The
first one is the Local Template Matching (LTM) criterion used in [60] and [61].
This matching ci itc'rion is an efficient algorithm which is well tuned for printed
text.

It detects the differences between an image-wise similar looking “c”
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and
sN'inbols, ('tr. In thi.s work, I,1k' LTM criterion is used in the low-low
subiinage. A detailed description of the Ll'M method can be found in [61]. The
second synil)ol niatching method is based on the Self Organizing Map (SOM)
neural network model. 'This neural network model is used in order to illustrate
tlie effects of using various symbol matching criteria, in the multiresolution TIC.
A SOM is an unsupervised neural network which is mainly used for vector
quantization and clustering [9.3]. It consists of a map of output nodes each
receiving signals from a vector of input units. There is a weighted connection
between each input unit and output node, forming a weight vector associated
with each output node. Tlie training algoilthm modifies the network weights to
extract the statistical properties of the training s(d and groups similar vectors
into similar cla.ss('s. A spatially localiz(xl region of nodes is formed at a location
on the output map where the similarity of an input vector and the weight vector
is maximum. SOM forms complex shapes following the data distributions in
the feature spa.ce. so that regions of the most activated nodes on the output
ma.|) can Ire intei |jreted as clusters in the feature space. A single layer SOM
divides th(' input (feature) space into convex regions ana.logous to one layer
feed forward neu I'al network.
d'he SOM defines a mapping IVoin the input data space onto a regular two
dimensional array of nodes [94]. A reference vector nii G i?" is associated with
every nodi' i. .An input vector x G II'' is compared with m-i and the best match
is taken as the winning node or the resjronse. Tha.t is, the input is mapped to
onto the winning node. The best match node c can be taken as the one whose
reference vector has tlie smallest Euclidean distance with the input vector x.
=

nnnAlfr - ??ri||| or

c -

arg inirp{]].i· - m,:||

(3.14)

In the learning (training) phase, the reference vector m-c of the winning
node and the norles which are its topographical neighborhood are updated.
This update ca.n lie descrilied by
niiil + 1) = m,:(/) -f h,i{t)[x{t) -
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(3.15)

where /. is tlie discrete time coordinate (iterations) and
kernel. In general. I i c i i l ) = /i(||'V ~ ''(IM) where i\- G
radius vectors of nodes c and t , respectively.

is the neighborhood
and /·,; G R ^ are the

In this study, hoiizontal projections of the symbol images extracted from
the textual image' are used as the input vectors. The horizontal projection of
a syndjol produce's a one dimensional vector with e'lements consisting of hori
zontal summa.tie)iis of j)ixel values along the rows in the .symbol image. Similar
components are ma.[)ped to to|)ologically neighboring nodes. As a result, the
symbol image with the least Euclidean distance to a winning node is selected
as a representative symbol, and it is included in the symbol library. In the
subband decomposed images, this task is carried out in the low-low subimage.
d'he SOM matching dillers from tlu' LTM matching in the sense that the
rejrresentative symbols in the symbol library generated by the SOM are not
necessarily the first of the similar s_ynd)ols found in the document image. After
the construction of the symbol library using the SOM criterion, the repetition of
the symbols are found by running the SOM neural network again, and obtaining
the nearest representative node lor each symbol in the textual image. In this
phase of tlie coding, the node values are not updated.

3.4

DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL

The issue of document retrieval is important for document archiving and should
be considered simultaneonsly with the compression of the documents. In most
applications, a (|U('ry in a document library corresponds to a keyword search,
'riiere can also be cjneries regai'ding tlu' search for a group of character images
which corresponds to the ijnage of a word or a phra.se. The later query can be
peribrmed by marking a portion of the document image. The search algorithm
can use only the subband library images and the data, corresponding to the
locations of the characters. If the character images of the word or phrase occur
consecutively in the location database then a. match occurs in the database.
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Jt is evident that the pattern search can be carried out over the character
lilu’ary of tlie хц subl:)and image as long as the characler images in the lowlow sub-image are still intelligiljle. In this wa.y, the keyword search time is
reduced by a. factoi' of
for the binary transformations. Both the template
images and the nnml)ers corresponding to the repc'tition locations are small for
tlu' sul)band imag('s. 'I'lje improved speed lor this kind of querying system in
a docununil arcliiving ap|)lication makes the subband deconi])osition scheme
efficient.
Other advantages of the subband scheme include multiresolution image
viewing and com])utational efficiency. As a. direct consecjuence of the subband
decomposition, a low resolution image xu is obtained and it can be used for
fast preview purposes to decrease the l)and-width usage. The compression of
the textual image is a. computationally costly operation. When the steps for
'I'lC describ('d in Sc'ction .3.1 are applied to smaller sized images, the number
of computations are reduced.
/\ssume tfial. there are /V possible chai'cicter images in the textual image
database. A document image may be composed of a subset of these N character
images. Lei. us denote the query prol)ability of the ima.ge /,■ by <//, and the
probability of occurr(nice of the character /,· in the document Ijy p/_, which will
be called the symbol probability.
We start, by defining a cost function C to be minimized. This function
is written in terms of symbol prol)abilities of th(i chara.cter images cuid their
query probabilities. Assume that the considered textual image is composed of
N chara.cter images /f, / 2 , ■■■
which constitute a subset of the database.
In order to eliminate the search redundancy, assume that the symbols for
the cliara.cter images can be ordered as cvi,Q’2 ,. .. . on
S’-ich a way that if rvi
and 0-2 l)oth exist in Uie hea,der, CV| comes before 0 -2 . This ordering is denoted
by an associating function <I> between o, and /,· in the form of aj = $(/j).
minimize C = A'[Search Length] + Ai?[Library File Length]

(3.16)

In the case of textual images, the library file consists of previously com
pressed images therefore the library file length is fixed and the cost function
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reduces to;
N

C = /;/'[Sea.rch Lcnigth] = ^ /v ., ja ,·,
(3.17)
(=1
where Lai i« the compixissed size of the a,· character image. The parameter pa,
is given by :
(-1
(3.18)
Po·, = [pa, )
./=1
and pa·,.;,, is the probability that the cliaracter images rv,· and aj both exist in
tlie document.
The minimization of the cost function is performed by switching the places
of tlie two adjacent elements in the order list. Suppose these two ordered sets
are if and f' defined as :
f = ...,

/¿+1...., /iV

f' = . . . , /,;+!, /,:----- /v

(3.19)
(3.20)

If the expected search length C cornisponding to f' is less than expected
search length C corresponding to f, that is

<11,+i

<lii

(3.21)

then a better ordering can be obtained b}' swit.ching the places of
and
/’ + 1’' elements. 'I'lds result indicates that the search length minimization is
indej^endent of tlie |)robabilities p,,, · Tlii« inequality is proven in Appendix A.
Using this inequality, the expected search length can be minimized in a
bubble-sort manner. Define an arbitrary ordering f . In the first pass, compare
aiM-i with cv/v using inec|uality 3.21. If the search length decreases for the
swapped order, swap the two terms. Then compare 0 ^ - 2 with cvn- i and repeat
the process. After jN comparisons, the character / with the lowest L j/q i will
be assigned to Q(. In the next pass, aj is determined in
—1 compares, and
so on.
If the query piobabilities lb)' all symbols are not known a priory then the
symbols (chara.ctei· library images) can be ordered according to their size from
the smallest to l.he largest one. In this way, the decoder can stop the search
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when a ,s,ynil)ol with larger size than tlie c(ueriecl symbol is encountered. This
case corres|)onds to tlie ine(|uality 3.21 if all the query probabilities qj are
e(|ual. 'I'lie size comparisons should have some safety margin, because the
queried symbol image may have slightly different compressed size than tlie
similar symliol imag(·' in the document in practice.
In a. multiresointion framework the query search can be done over the lowlow sul)ba.nd image which has smaller character images, thus smaller sizes for
compressed symbols. The (|uery time decreases by 2^^' for a K level subband
decomposition. Such a speed-up for a query is esjiecially important in large
document archives. On a Stm Sparc 10 computer, the query response time for
the encoded images with multiresolution TIG is less than half of that required
for images encoded by regular TIC. As an example, on a Sun Sparc 10 com
puter, the query response times are on the order of 0.2 second per page for the
compressed with our method, and it is about 0.5 second per page for the data
coded witli 'TIC. directly.
VVe use the tc'xtual images in the NIST Special Database 8 [95] for testing
the keywoi'd searcli and document retrieval performance of the multiresolution
TK! method. Ten pages containing Times New Roman fonts are scaled to the
same font size and then compressed together using our method with the LTM
criterion, to form a single compressed file and the compressed data is tested
with arbitrarily selected six key strings consisting of two letter symbols. The
queries are made by exanqile images within the documents. Tables 3.1 and 3.2
give the number of correct identifications of the woi'ds over all the occurrences
of these words. 'TIk' amount of misses and false identifications are presented in
individual columns. When these pages are compressed separately, the overall
lossless compi'ession ratio falls from 58.1:1 to 49.2:1, and the corresponding re
trieval results are given in 'Tables 3.3,3.4. These experimental results indicate
that the number of missing symbols out of all 61 key strings is 1 for the docu
ment of separately coded 10 pages. 'The total number of false alarms for these
key strings is 3. \'Vlien the 'TIC is used without subband decomposition, the
number of misses is also found to be 1, and the number of false alarms is deter
mined as 1. When the SOM pattern matching criterion is used, the retrieval
accuracy is reduced both for the TIC and the multiresolution 'TIC at the same
amount. With tlie SOM method, the number of misses for the key strings is 5
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for bütli tlic' 'I’K! and the luultiresolution I'IC. The SOM based pattern match
ing metliod is used to illustrate the fact that varions pattern matching methods
can l)e incorporated to the multiresolution TIC. As described in Section 3.3.3,
the coding jjcM’formance and the retrieval accuracy of the SOM based method
can l)e improved l)y increasing the input vector siz(\

No4
N0.5
Not)
.N08
.NolO
Noll
N0 I 2
N0 I 5
Nol7
No20

hi,
3/3

1/1

^zE”
3/3
2/2
0/0
3/3

2/1
0/0

0/0
0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0
1/1
0/0

0/0

0/0

0/0
1/1

Correct hit
N3V” “Po”
2/2
5/6
2/2
2/2
0/0
3/3
2/2
2/2
2/2
2/2
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/1
0/0
1/1
0/0
0/0

va.

“&9”

0/0

1/ 2

2/2

3/3

0/0

0/0

2/2
0/0
2/2
0/0
0/0

1/1

1/1

0/0

1/1
1/1

0/0
0/0
0/0
0/0

Table 3.1: Queiy results for 10 ocompressed NIST images for strings ''rt ", “zE",
“Poh -‘va h and
at'■CR - o8:l
d'he performance of the dTC method in noisy documents is determined by
the behaviour of the cha.racter matching criteria. The retrievtil of a character
is possible only if the noisy character inicige can still be identified as the rep
resentative symbol in the symbol lilrra.ry. Using the software obtained from
the University of Maryland WWW serv('r [96], [97], it is observed that with
the s|)eckle Jioise al. level 1/10, half of the characters which should be found
in tlie symbol libjary start (.0 mismatch the symbol library. Furthermore, the
com]jression ratio falls from 39.2:1 to 24:1. The same effect is observed for the
TIC method applied without subband decomposition. At the same noise level,
35% of the characters are mismatched, and the compression ratio falls to 23:1.
In such cases, a noise eliminating pre-processing is necessary. These results
are obtained Iry the LTM symbol matcliing method. Due to the inaccuracy of
the SOM metliofl described in Section 3.3.3, the compression ratios are slightly
lower, and th(' rr'ti'ieval en oi s are 15% higher. The size of the character images
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[iria.gc'
No4
No.')
NoG
N08
NoiO
Noll
No 12
N0 I .5
N0 I 7
No20

I'alse alarm
“3V” “Po”

“rt”

“zE”

1
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

“va”

“&9”

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
0
0

Ta.ble 3.2: False alarm results for 10 compressed NIST images with same key
OS at Cli = 0 8 : 1

Image
No4
N0.5
NoG
N08
NolO
Noll
N0 I 2
Nol.G
Nol7
No20

N-t”
3/3
3/3
0/0
i/ 1

2 /2
0 /0
1/1
0 /0
1/1
0 /0

“zE”
3/3
2/2
0/0
3/3

0 /0
0 /0
1/1
0 /0
0 /0
1/1

Correct hit
“3V" “Po”
2/2
.5 /6
2/2
2/2
0/0
.3 /3

2 /2
2 /2
0 /0
0 /0
0 /0
1/1
0 /0

2 /2
2 /2
0 /0
0 /0
1/1
0 /0
0 /0

“va”
0/0
2/2
0/0

“&9”
2/2
3/3
0/0

2 /2
0 /0
2 /2
0 /0
0 /0
1/1
0 /0

1/1
1/1
1/1
0 /0
0 /0
0 /0
0 /0

Table 3.3: Query results for 1 0 compressed N IST images for strings “r t”,
NiV”, “Po", "va \ and
at CR = 49:1
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linage'

I'alse alarm
‘3V’' “Po”

‘rt;·
N():|
Nof)
No()
N08
No 10
Noi:
N0 I 2
Nol 5
Nol7
No20

0

0

0

0

va

“&9”

0

0

Table 3.4: /'a/.se aiar/n results for 10 compressed N IST images with scime key
strings at CR = 49:1

is also critical in noise sensitivity. It is more difficult to make symbol match
ing over small cliaracter images, so the number of decomposition levels should
be adjusted according to the size of the character images. It is observed that
good coding and retrieval results can lie obtained by a single level subband
decomposition for 12 point flocument images scanned at. 300dpi.

3.5

TEXTUAL IMAGE COMPRESSION
SIMULATION STUDIES

In this section, we present coding examples for various pa.ges of printed text.
The first example is a T2pt Times New Roman printed text scanned at 300
dots per inch (dpi) with sizi' 2-500x720 pi.xels. The compressed image consists
of bit-streams cori’esponding to the character library ima.ges, the locations of
the characters, and their symbol sequences. Most of the bits are allocated to
rejiresent the cliaracter lilirary image. This image is constructed as a binary
image in Method 2 (the method in the literature), and it is constructed as four
five-level or two-level, half-size images in Method 1 (proposed method) with
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one level (lecoinposition (Fig. .3.7). Tlie compression of these four SL images
is investigated in detail in tliis section.
F.xperimeiitally, the compression ratio for se])arate coding of each of the
four SL images is inferior to the compression ratio for tin' lossless coding of the
OL image. As an ('xa.mple. the Ofj image that we gein'rated by using Method
2 can be comprc'ssc'd to 2.3824 bits by simple LZ compression. The overall
compression ratio ((’R ) is 63.47 if 23896 bits are allocated for the library irna.ge.
This compression is the residt of the lossy part of the method described in [60].
On the other hand, each of the four SL imciges are compressed to
// : 12080 bits
Ih : 6981 bits
hi : 8792 bits
hh : .5.536 bits
total : 33392 bits.
which corres|)onds to an overall CR of 49.12. In calcula.ting the overall CR, the
bits recpiired foi· ('iicoding the repetition locations and symbol sequences are
included. It can Ire seen that the proposed approach cannot achieve a higher
comjrression than tin' previous schemes when used in this form.
A reasonable apjrroach to overcome this problem is to perform quantization
on the subband images. As a result of using Haar wavelet on the binary image,
tlie subband images has only five levels and the dilation and ripple effects due
to filtering is minimal. Tliese effects a.re importcUit in our application. VVe do
not want to have a large number of gray levels in the subband images because
this affects the compressibility of the image. Furthermore, the dilation and
ripple effects make it dillicult to perform the character ima.ge searches. An
other drawback for the ripple dilation and ripple effects is that it is difficult to
determine tlie necessary corner points for the character images being extracted
from the subband images when the dilation and ripple area is large.
A couple of c|uantization schemes have been testc'd and it is found that
(luaiitizing l.he sul) ima.ges to three levels do not cause visual degradation. The
quantization is |)erformed as follows :
For the // subband image.
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im a g e c o d in u s w v itT r f’D C hqw bO kyp-[l]A
im a g e c o d m u s w v itT r f’DCh<lwbOkyP’[l]A
Figure 3.8: Reconstructed lihrary images before ¿ind after quantization
c m = 0: Q(1) = 0; Q{2) = 2; Q{:i) = 4; Q{d) = 4
For Hi and hi .sulrhaiid images,
Q {-2) = - 2 ; g ( - ] ) = -2 ;g (0 ) = 0;Q(1) = 2;Q(2) = 2
and tl)e hh imag(' is Lotally ignored.
'I'he original and tlie reconstructed library image a.fter ciuantization is shown
in Fig. 3.8. In tliis way, tlie compression of these sub images yield
11 ; 93C0 bits
Ih : 6192 bits
hi : 6728 bits
hh : 0 bits
total : 22280 bits, CR = 70.51.
This compression is certainly better than the direct compression of the SL
images (33392 Irits). Although this quantization causes a lossy compression,
tlie number of pixels that diifer Iretween the original library and the quantized
and synthesized lilrrary is only 102 out of the library image with size 846x54
= 46656 pixels. .As seen from Fig. 3.8, this effect, is not noticeable. After
all, the use of the character images in the library for reconstructing the text
image is, b}· itself, a, lossy scheme, so this aclditional loss is not signihcant for
the overall scheme. If the residue images cire to be coded for lossless compres
sion, the (|uantization step should not be used. When the residue images are
used to Iruild l.he exact subband imagns by inserting the character images, the
quantized suirband character images will not yield a prefect reconstruction.
Another a|)proa,ch to get the advantage of subband decomposition is to
exploit the corix'iation Iretween the subband images. If the subband images
are to be rc'alized at top of each other, they form 3-D data, as indicated in
Fig. 3.10. We used the bit-|)lanes of these subband images for appending them
to each other. Tlie Irit-planes of each subband ima.g(' is appended at top of
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Figure 3.9: Detail images from four subi)and library images
low-low
low-high
high-low
high-high
011 010010
appended

Figure .3.10: Visualization of appending the bit-planes of subband images
each other. The total number of bit-planes become 12 with this way. Although
this many bit-planes correspond to a high number of pixel values, not all bit
combinations are available in the subband images. Furthermore, when the
images contain large smooth areas with the same pixel value, the cross band
combinations also contain few different combinations. As an example a text
image contains large white background areas and groups of black pixel regions.
'This cross baud combination is illustrated in Fig. .3.9, 3.10.
Experimentally, we tbund out that for the test documents that we used, a
maximum number of 17 diiferent bit combinations could occur inside the 12
bit compound image. This is an important result because with this number of
levels, the com|)ound image could be compressed to 1T296 bits (CR = 102.60)
for the test image tha.t we consider tliroughout this paper.
The same combina.tion method is used for the quantized subband images.
Since these quantized subl)and images contain only three levels, they could be
represented with fewer bits, and the total number of bits for the compound
image is only 6. The numlrer of bit combinations in this case is 14 which
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i,s not mucli smaller tliaii IT. 'ITii.s compound image' conicl be compressed
to l;}904 l)its (CR = 104.94). 'I'his result rna.j^ be considered as a trade ofF
l)etween image (|uality and compression ra.tio, but since the compression ratio
is slightly im|)i;oved. I.Ik' pre'vions scheme with non-cpiantized subband ima.ges
seems pre'feralrle.
By using l)inary transiormal ions. we obtain two level subband ima.ges. The
morphological subband eleccmiposition is irsed for generating binary subband
images. The method is based on the work by Egger et a.l [45], furthermore, the
operations are performed in modulo-2, so the resultant subband ima.ges came
out to lr(' bina.ry. 'The synthesis operation gives perfect reconstruction. We
tested the same l)it appending |)rocednre for these four subband images. The
bit-plane ajrpenderl image is a 4-bit (16 level) image and it can be compressed
to 14400 bits ((IR = 102.00). Although this result is near to the previous re
sult obtained by using the llaar basis, it is inten'sting not to obtain a better
compression ra.tio. One can considei· the saving in computation time (1.3 times
faster) as a good point for using the morphological binary subband decomi^osition.
Tlie overall compix'ssion results are given in Table 3.5.
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image size = 2500 x 720
Nonlinear
filter
Method 1

Haar Basis, Method 1

with

Total num.
of bits for
synibol lib.
Total num.
of bits foi·
locations
Total limn,
of bits for
symbol
sequence
Total num.
of bits
Compression
ratio

with
quant.
and
bit-plane
append.

with
bit-plane
append.

Method 2

Direct

ciLiant.

with
bit-plane
append.

23896

33392

22280

14296

13904

14400

1280

306';

3064

3064

3064

3064

184

184

184

184

184

184

28360

36640

25528

17544

17152

17648

63.47

19.12

70.51

102.60

104.94

102.00

Talrh' .3.5: Textual image compression results: Times New Roman

'rhe ne.xt e.\'ample is a 12 point Sans-Serif font textual image scanned at a.
size 2533 X 3370 shown in f'ig. 3.11. The compression results are higher in this
case because the image size is bigger. In this example, the importance of size
about bit allocations lor syml)ol sequence and symbol locations is more notice
able. The elfects of subband decomposition over symbol library compression
is more or less the same as tlie Times Romiin example. Compression results
for the Sans-Serif image with LTM matching criterion cire given in Table 3.6.
Similar to the previous case, the SOM matching criterion gives comparable,
but smaller compression ratios.

Sans-serif foul image size = 2700 x 3600
Nonlinear
XOR
filter
filter
Haar Basis,
Method 1
Method
Method
with
with
with
T.l.C.
bit |)]aue
bit plane
l)it plane
appencling appending appending
Tot. no.
of bits Jbr
sjaiibol lib.
Tot. no.
of bits for
locations
Tot. no.
of bits for
sj^mbol
sequence
Tot. no. of
lossy bits
Lossy
CR
Tot. no.
of bits for
residue
Lossless
CR

24421

16121

11022

11358

21289

15592

15592

15592

7395

4174

4174

4174

53105

35887

30724

30788

181.68

270.85

316.37

315.71

129568

129568

129568

129568

53.21

58.75

60.64

60.62

JBIG

46.15

la l)le 3.6: Textinil ¡mage compression results: Sans-Serif
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Figure 3.11; '¡'he test dociiinent image - Sans-serif.
We obsei vx' tlia.t. tlie binary sul/barid decomposition produce higher com
pression ratios when the size of the document or the number of textual image
pages increasi'.
The separation of ti'xt and graphics parts of the image is very important
in achieving high compression ratios. As an example, consider the test images
in Fig 3.12. These images were previously compressed using the adaptive
decomposition structure, and the PSNRs of 36.35dB and 41.7‘2dB were achieved
a.t CR.=8; F If the text, parts are se]:>aratecl irorn the graphics parts and are
encoded to a total (including the compressed textual and graphics images)
bitrate of I bpp. the graphic image part of the first ima.ge results in a PSNR of
39.22dB and its textual jrai t is lossless compressed at a ratio of CR,=33.10:1,
and the gra.|)hics image part of the second image results in a PSNR of 44.02clB
and its textual |)art is lossless compressed at a ratio of (,1R=39.09:1. The overall
compression performance of the separate images is higher than the compression
performance of the original image without text-graphics separation.
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Figure 3.12; Mixed text-graphics images
Tire NISI' Special Dalaha.se 8 [95] Times New Roman test documents are
also com])i'es,sed with the multiresolution TIC method. This test data contains
10 documents of random ASCII characters. The average lossless compression
ratio is obtained as 39.2:1 with the LTM criterion. With the SOM criterion,
the CR is 3().4:1. When the regular 'PIC method is used, the CR is 35.2:1 with
the LTM criterion.
In this study, we use the S()M_PAK Program Package developed by Kohonen et. a.l [94]. Due to tlie restrictions of this software, only the horizontal
projections of the charactei- images are used as iii])ut vectors. As a result of
this reduction in the representation, some inaccuracies occured, yielding less
compression ratios and inferior retrieval performance. By using more data in
the input vectors, such as vertical projections, etc., the performance can be
improved.
Tlie compression speed is also im))roved in our method. With the intro
duction of binary subband decom])osition prior to TIC, it is experimentally
observed that the overall coding time has been reduced by a factor of 1.5 on
Sun Sparc 10 and Sun Sparc 20 computers.
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3.6

SUMMARY AND POSSIBLE DIREC
TIONS FOR TEXTUAL IMAGE COMPRESSION

A wa.vel('(. I)a,s('d imago' compi'o'ssioii sdiO:'me is proposed for binary textual im
ages. d'lie (.('xtual cornpro'ssion is done by pattern matching and collecting
metliod as described in Sedion 3.1. In addition to the direct implementation
of this mc't hod, tho' use cif snbljand images is proposed. The pattern matching
and search for constructing the symbol library is carried out over the low resolu
tion imago's. I'lio'se syml)0)ls oblaino'd from the ll images sup])ly the necessary
informatio)n lo) ('xtract the Ik, kl, and kk image counterparts. Basically, the
exao't pla.o'0's and olimensio:)ns of tlieso' extracted patterns are used for construct
ing the high-l)a.nd pa.tto;rn librariois. Since we use Idaar basis, Binary Wavelet
Transform o)i· .donlinear Wavelet Transform, the ripples corresponding to edge
locations shift l)y only one |)ixel. When the new libi'aries for the detail images
are const,rncti'ol, the pointeis lo)und from the ll image are used. Certainly, the
ll image ol)tained after subl)and decomposition must be sufficiently clear for
easy ])a,ttei ii extraod ion a.nol matching. The use of a low resolution image impi'oves tlie sc'arch time by a lactoi· of 16. In addition to this, the low resolution
part of the text image can Ik' sup])tied cis a first preview page for multimedia
applications.
The rcsiill a.nt comjn'ession ratio also ciune out to be superior to the results
described in [60]. By using tlu' methods mentioned in Section 3.3, the symbol
librai'y imagi's arc' more eificic'iilly com|)ressed. The ix'sults for the test image
is shown ill th(' form of a. tabk' in the previous .section.
For the data.ba.se search, oidy the symbol library and the location pointers
need to l)e decompressed. When a. keyword is entered, the search can be done
if the keyword is itself a text image with the same sized fonts. In this case, the
occurrenc('s of l.lu' individual cliaracters can be diecked first, and then their
locations can be tested to s('(' whether their occurrences are in sequential and
correct ord('i· within a limiti'd spac('. One other method for keyword check can
be possible' if the .ASCII valiK's of the character images are stored together with
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those image's. In oiii' test image, we found 35 difl^íreiit symbols to encode. This
makes 35 hyU's (280 bits) I'oi· tlie ASCII values, d’he symbol libraiy images
could be com|)ress('d to al)out 15000 bits and the total number of bits for the
com|.)ressed bit stream is about 32500, so this extra da.ta does not decrease the
compression signilicantly. In tins case, the keyword can be entered directl,y
from the keyboard, and the search can be done through the ASCII values and
the loca.tions of the charactc'is.
In the dc'coding part, the chaia.cter images in the library are inserted to the
appropriate' loratious inside each subbaud image. These appropriate locations
are also compr(;ssed in the encoding scheme and the locations corresponding to
all subband images are the same for the same character image in the library.
After the inse'i’tion process, the subband residue images can be added to the
lossy reconstructed iniages l.o obtain a perfect reconstruction after applying
the synthesis iili.ers.
The transforms that yield l)ina.ry subband images are under investigation to
achieve liigher com])ression. .Appending the bit-planes of the subband images
came out to achi(.'ve a high compression. When the subband images are binary,
the number of bit combinations will is less than the number of bit combinations
using multi-level subband images. .As a result, both the compression ratio and
keyword search spc'ed is higher. An interesting j)roblem is about finding the
best numlx'r of decompositions for a given font size a.nd scanning resolution.
We had ex|)('rimenta.lly observed that one level decomposition is sufficient to
improve com pi ession results for a 11 or 12 point printed text scanned at 300dpi.
More expei iiiK'iil.s can be made to find a rule to determine the best number of
decomposition levels for tlu' given foul, size and scan resolution. The retrieval
accuracy should also l)e considered as a parameter in l.his determination since
eacli level of snbba.nd decomposition reduces the character image size and hence
the intelligibility of the chai'acter ima.ge.
The exiraction of pai'ts of tlie letter ima.ges will be considered cis a future
work. Hov\· to ('xtra.ct tlie basic marks that are overlapping remains to be an
open probh'in. riie elimination of repeating marks can be done simultaneously
to solve th(' o\ ('i lapping mark problem. In this way, the breaking of some basic
marks din ing i('moving another mark can be avoided.
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I''igiire ;].I3: LeUj'v "b" ami its component!^ "i” and “o”

' igurc-' 3.14; Ih and hi sul)hand images of “b'’, ‘7” and “o’
Anotlu'i· |)i()l)]em a,bout (wl racting tliese marks is encountered when consid
ering the o-level sul)band images. It is even more difficult to find and extract
these marks liom multi-level ¡mages. Furthermore, it may be difficult to con
sider the [iroblem of overlapping shapes in subba.nd images other than the //
image, in that case, the reconstructed image after the synthesis filters must be
correct coml)inations of these' basic marks and curves. As an example, consider
the letter “b”. Suppose we extract two marks from the letter, similar to letters
“1” and “o” (k'ig. 3.13). The left side of “o” is overlapping with bottom part of
“1”. if we consider the Ih and hi subband images of “b” and their sub-curves
“1” and “o” in Fig. 3.14 , it is evident that there is a problem of obtaining two
overlapping /// and hi marks li oin the subband ima.ges of “b” that corresponds
to III sulibaud images of “I” and “o”. Some of the edge points for subband
images of "r’ and “o” do not occui' in the subband images of the compound
“b”. 'I'liis problem is still under research.
As anothei· future work, the compressibilit
in the subbands can be considered to acliieve lossle.ss compression within the
subbands.
in the pi'evious cfia.j)l.er. adaptive
been develo|)('d for decom|)osing gray tone images. The adaptation algorithm
produces lo'al values. How('\('r, in this chapter, the subband decomposition
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structures |)Г()Нисс binary outputs. The idea of signal adapted prediction fil
ters in Fig 2.0 and 2.6 recjuii(\s aii)itrarv adaptcition as long as the Scime adap
tive structure' is used in both analysis and syntliesis stages. The idea is to
eliminate the predictable parts oF the second poly|)ha.se component using the
iii'st polyphase' component and th(' adaptive pro'diction filter. Therefore, the
a.da])tation ran also product' binary inputs to binary outputs. Although there
are not many t('chiii((ues d('\(iop('d For binary adaptation which is suitable for
subl)aiid coding, tlu'subject oF signal adapted binary subband decomposition
is an iiiteresl ing problem, and it is a suitable subject for a future work. Even
more than thai, the idea oF a.da.|)tive subband decomposition in Galois Field
- (N) (GF-N) can be woi*k('d out and suitable decomposition structures can
he developed. The idea oF |)rodiicing statistically independent binary subband
signals may Ix' used instead u\‘ ti-ying to decorredate the two signals using least
squares kind oF algorithms.
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Chapter 4
SPECIALIZED LIBRARY
APPLICATIONS
[ii this cliapter, two (ypes of spedcil library applications are considered. The
coding inetluxls described in C'liapters 2 and .3 are mostly sufficient for cod
ing cU'bitrary digitized libraries. However, it is sometimes more appropriate to
consider tlie charactei-istics of tho' images in specializcxl libraries, and modify
the coding algorithms, accordingly. In this chapter, we demonstrate our cod
ing algorithms in two types of s|)('cici.l libraries, namely the library of Ottoman
Document Aicliivcs. and the hhugciprint Image Lilrrary, with the modifications
specific to these types of images. A textual image coding type of method is de
veloped loi' coding the Ottoman Document Images. 'I’lie coding of these images
differs from tlie bi-h'vel textual image compression method in the sense that it
re([uires coding of gray-tone images which contain connected script of Arabic
letters, 'f’he coding of fingerprint images is consideix'd both for bi-level and for
gray tone fingerprint images. The adaptive subband decomposition is used for
fingerprint images. .As an extension of tiie adaptive subbaad decomposition
developed foi' gray-tone images, the algorithm is modified to hcuidle binary im
ages. Simulation examples are presented, and compression performances are
compared to the metliods in the literature.

S3

4.1

CODING OF OTTOMAN DOCUMENT
IMAGES

A special class of docuinents can lie .suminarizecl as the historical clocurnents.
In most cases. Ilie compression of such documents need special elaboration.
Ottoman documents an' such liistoi'ical documents which are printed in Arabic
letters. In this section, the digital coding of Ottoman printings is considered.
The Ottoman a.ichiv('s are within the interests of ovei· thirt.y countries which
were once inside' tlie Ottoman l'hn|)ire until its breakdown in World War I. Due
to the large' niimbei· of archival documents, it takes significantly long to read
and transci ilx' tliem. Meanwhile', the documents are deteriorating physically
because of stoi age conditions and time. Digital storing seems like the only way
to save the-'se' invahuible documents.

4.1.1

COMPRESSION OF GRAY TONE OTTOMAN
SCRIPT IMAGES

The Ottoman elocumeuts were vvritt.en with Arabie· lette'rs. These letters form a
connected compound structure* which may correspond to a word or a phoneme.
Due to this fact, tlie* method by Witten et al. [60] cannot be direct!}' applie'd
to Ottoman or .Arabic documents as the concept of character is different in
Ottoman or .Arabic, d'ypically, one has to deal with compound structures con
sisting of a. gioup of leti.ers. 'riierefore, the matching criterion will be modified
according to tliose compound structures. The modification will be described
in detail. .Anol her imjiortant difference is that, the text images are gray tone
or color image's for Ottoman scripts because the marks, shady areas and ink
smears in tlu' |)ago' ai'e important for a historian.
In oui' iiK'l hod the* compound structure matching is carried out in wavelet
domain which reduces the search space and increases the compression ratio.
In addition l.o I,he wavelet transformation which corresponds to the linear sub
band decomposition, the nonliiu'ar subband decomposition, similar to the ones
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Figure' 4.1: Pari of the original document image
used in normaJ textual image compression, is used cigcvin. The filters in the
nonlinear subbcind decomposition have the property of preserving edges in the
low resolution subband image.
The encoding is somehow similar to the textual image coding method. The
repetitions of compound structuies or letters are found inside the image. This
opei’cvtion is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The repetitions of letter “waw” are found.
Note that the letter can be connected to other compound structures.
Simihu· to the previous section, the steps of the TIC are carried out in the
ll subband of the original image (Method 1). Again, we will call the direct use
of the textual image compression method on the original image “Method 2”.
The difference in extraction of the symbol libi'ary for Ottoman documents
can be explained as follows. The new symbol extraction scheme should enable
us to handle connected text symbols, in compression of documents with iso
lated charcicters, a symbol is marked and extracted Irom the document image.
This symbol is then compared witli the previously selected symbols in the sym
bol library. If it rimtches to any of the characters in the library, only its location
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is ericock'd. olliervvis(' this chara.cl.c'r image is included in the library. In other
words, the ('xtiarted single diaiacter is only compared to the symbols in the
library. In tli(' modified versioji of the TKJ, the document is processed in mul
tiple passes. In Ottoman documc'iits, there are isolated symbols corresponding
to single lett('i's as well as long (•oimected syrnlrols which are combination of
letters, lisually, th(' longer symbols include .some letters which can also be
Found separately inside' the document. When the smaller i.solated .symbols are
encoded and i('mov('d from tlu' document, the longer symbols wdiich entirely
contains the considered symbol split into smaller symbols. In other words, we
are left with anotlier image in which the occurrences of the considered com
pound structure image are eliminated. Each of the^se smaller symbols may also
be contained in other connectc'd symbols. Therefore, they will later cause other
connected synd)ols to split fm tlier. The removal of symbols from the document
image is in'i l’oi'merl by sliding t in' symbol image all over the document image
and k('e[:)ing ti ack of the correlation. If the correbition Iretween the sjmibol and
the document image is high at a location, the marked symbol is subtracted from
that locat.ion of the image, and t he location is encoded. When the end of the
document is ix'ached during coi ielation, iill the phices of the document which
contains slia|)('s similar to the marked symbol are removed from the image. In
this way, even if the marked symbol is connected to some other symbols inside
the document, the similar portions will be extracted, and the longer connected
scripts will be broken into smalk'r pieces. After several such passes, all of the
document is encoded.
The ('xtracl ion of marks from I he document linage is showm in Fig. 4.3. The
resulting symbol lilri'ary mainly contains basic compound structures, curves
and lines tfiat ('ventnally form tlu' Ottoman script. This method could also be
applied to tlu' regular printed tc'xtual images. However, since the letters are
isolated, it is ı■('dnndaııt to slide' a symbol all over the document image to find
similarities.
The compression efficiency is mainly determined by how successful the subba.nd library (,SL) ima.ges are compressed. Experiments show that the images in
the library ci-eated from the subband images can be more efficiently compressed
tlian the dii'('ct application ol .Mc'thod 2.
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VVljeii \v(' a.|)|)ly Mo'thod 1 to Ottoman document ima.ges, we have the same
advantages alK)ul computational time, retrieval time and compression ratio.

4.1.2

SIMULATION STUDIES FOR OTTOMAN
DOCUMENT COMPRESSION

The Ottoman document compi'ession experiments are performed in two ways.
In the first case, we perfornu'd tlie texlual compression in the original im
age without any transform oi· d(4:omposition. In the second case, a subband
decomposition applic'd to the oiigiual image, and the textual compression is
performed o\'er the sul)-images, like in the normal textual image comi^ression
described in the pix'vious section.
Siinilai· to tli(' binary textual image compression results, the compression
ratio for sepai ate coding of each of the four subband sjmibol library (SL) images
was inferior (o (.he compression latio for the coding of the original library
(OL) imag(' obtained liorn the oi iginal image without subband decomposition.
In this woi'k. u'(' used a. 1300x1900 textual Ottoman script with 8 bits per
pixel which was scanned at 300 dpi. When we do not consider the coding
of the residin' ima.ges, the lossh-ss compression of (he OL image results in an
overall compic'ssion ratio (CR) of 20.02 : 1. On the other hand, the lossless
compression of four .SL images generated from Haar basis results in an overall
CR of 18. L3 : 1. Howc'ver, by simple ([uantization, this ratio can be increased
to 23.77 : I without introducing a perceptual difference.
When w(' considc'i· the noidinear subband decomposition, the lossy com
pression of foni' SL images with quantization results in an overall CR of 24.00

Instead of comprc'ssing the SL and OL library images in a lo,ssless manner,
a lossy sdii'ine like .IPEG [8] can be u,sed. The results for .JPEG encoding (is
quality se(.(.ing = To%) the liln-ary ima.ges are as follows :
• For direct OL images.

:,al CR = 42.44 : 1
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igure 4.2: Dctnil iniHges to show the pixel-wise coirelaiion between siihbands
• For Ha.ar siibbarul decomposil.ioii, total CR = 40.78 : 1
• For Ha.ai· siil)l)aiicl decomposition + ciuantizatiou, tota
• For noiiliiieai· sulrband decom|)osition, toted CR = 50.19 : 1

48.41 ; 1

In order to get the advantag(' of sublrand decomposition, we again used tlie
correlation l)etwe(‘ii the subbaud images. Since the document images mostly
ha.ve regions of bla.ck pixels and a gra.y tone backgraund, the subband images
including the 1,1 image are highly correlated with each other.
If th(* bit-planes of subband images are to be retdized at top of ecich other,
they form a. 'Fi) data, in this way, the total number of bit-planes increases.
In order to keep the total number of bit-planes reasonable, the SL images
are cpuintized to less number of Irits.
taking into account the variances
of the subbaud images, 5 bits are assigned to // sublrand image, 3 bits are
assigned to Ih and hi images and 2 bits are assigned to hli image. As a result
of tins (|uanl,izatiou, the cippended image becomes a 13-bit image. Although
this corres|>onds lo 2''^ gra.y levels, the total number of uniciue gray tones in
this bit |)laiie appended image for our test document is only 230. The reason
for this is tlie ilatness of the regions inside the textual image. As a matter of
fact, there are not many gray tones inside the textual image. The correlation
between .subband library images is illustrated in Fig. 4.2,
When I li(' a|)j)ended library image is Lernpel-Ziv compressed, the overall CR
for the dcK umeiit is 59.74:1 for llaar subband decomposition and 60.10:1 for
noidinear subband decomposition. The residue images are, a.gain, not coded.
The residue images are rather difficult to compi’ess separately. Since the.se
ima.ges look like a. noise image, ( he lossless encoding of the residue images de
creases the compression ratio drastically. Two approaches for los,sy encoding
the residue images are .JPEG compression and Lempel-Ziv encoding the quan
tized versi(ui of the residue image. The result for .JPEG was visually better
than the lesuK lor bempel-Ziv encoding the quantized version of the residue
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image. Willi I lie addition of tlic' compression bits from the residue image, tlie
eompressioii ratio is decreased, f'lie decrease in tin' compression ratio is valid
for af] th(' iiH'tliods described above, including the original textual compression
and the compression after subband decomposition.
The hiial com|)i-cssion ratio r('sults are given in Tables 3.2 and 3.3. The
portion of tli(' oi iginal and decod('d image after using Haar subband decompositioii and bit-|)lane appending the SL images are given in Fig.s 4.4 and 4.5.
The residue images are .JP15C1 encoded in this reconstructed inuige.

4.1.3

SUMMARY AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
FOR OTTOMAN DOCUMENT COMPRES
SION

We presentc'd a method to compress Ottoman document images which are
composed of .Arabic letters. T)i(' steps for compression is the same as the steps
for binary textiiaJ image com|n'ession. In addition to the steps described in
Section 3.1. tli(' ix'sidue images at each subband is .JPEG encoded and the
subband library imago's are o]uanl i/x'd to difFonxent number of levels.
The mat ching criteria for finding the repetitions of the compound structures
is ba,so'd on a modifio'd version of the pattonii matching criteria of the original
'J’K ! as desei ibeol in So'c. 4.1.2. In this way, smaller compund structures whitdi
may be iin Indo'd in laigoer compound structures may be extracted from the
textual imago' 1.3.

Figure 4.3; Two compound structures.
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VVliile extirvcting tlie librar}' |)aXteni from the text image, the background
level of the text image is preservc'd. As a result mostl_y the background gray
tone remains in the residue imago' and the dynamic range decreases. Compres
sion of this I'esidiK' image is very elHcient.
The decoding ¡nocedure stai ts from the subband images, d'lie library subimages are iiisei'ted t.o the locations in tho' pointer list and the decoded residue
images correspomling to each subband image are added to obtain a good ap
proximation to the subband decomposition of the original image. These sub
band images are still approximations, because the residue images as well as the
library images are encoded in a lossy manner. The last step is synthesizing the
sub-band images by the synthoasis filter bank of the wavelet transformation or
the nonlineai· sid)ba.nd decomposition.
This nn'tliofl is suitable for fast database searcli if the properties of each
extracted compound structure' aie su|)plied. The possibility of a compound
structure 1() b(' concatenated with another compound structure is a grarnmatic
property, and (,his possibility foi' each extracted compound structure must be
stored inside tlie coded bit-stream in order to enable keyword searches.
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Figure 4.4: Part of the originaJ document image
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Figure 4.5: Reconstructed document image

Numbei'
of bits
for liljraiy
image
GH w/o
residue
Cdi witli
.JPEG
residue

original iiriage
lossless .JPEG
OIv
Oi.

lossless
Sf.

Haar sid)ba.iid decomposition
quant. .JPEG .JPEG of Bit-plane
SL
quant.
SL
append
SL
SL

9702 If)

451000

1077904

819304

472552

396184

318768

20.02

42.44

18.1;J

23.77

40.78

48.41

59.74

16.65

29.59

15.08

18.80

28.05

31.46

35.88

'J'a.l)le 1.1: Ottoman document compression results - part 1.
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lossless
SL
Number of bits
for library image
CR, w/o residue
(JR with
.IPEC residue

nonlinear subband decomposition
quantized JPEC
•IPEC oF Bit-plane
SL
SL
(|uantized a.|)pend('.d
SI.
SL

1033194
18.96

811336
24.00

445200
43.22

38170';
50.19

316784
60.10

15.62

18.94

29.18

32.20

36.01

Table 4.2: Ottoirmn document compression results - part 2.

4.2

FINGERPRINT IMAGE COMPRESSION

In this section, we use the adaptive perfect reconstruction ( PR) polyphase filter
liank structures for compressing fingerprint images. The use of adaptive hlter
l)a,nks leads to higher compression results for images containing sharp edges
such as fingerprint images. The fingerprint image compression is an important
problem due to the high amount of fingerprint images in dataliases [99]. For
example, the FBI database contains 30 million sets of fingerprints. 'I'lie digi
tization of the database speeds up the querying and classification operations,
l)ut the storage problem is not solved until good compression algorit.hms are
developed for fingerprint images. Recently, EBl selected a wavelet/scalar quan
tization algorithm for coding 8-bit scanned fingerprint images and for typical
images, a compression ratio of 10:1 to 25:1 is achieved by this tochni(|ue [22].
We experimentally observed that the EZW [56] based coder outperforms the
wavelet/scalar quantization method, therefore, we compared our method with
tlie EZW.
The previous work was concentrated on the compression of 8-bit gray level
images [22], [99]- [101], however, in many cases 8-bit resolution for fing('r|)rint
images is unnecessary because the fingerprint information is essentially binary
(although, due to ink smearing, scanning noise etc. higher resolution digiti
zation may be necessary in some cases). If a binary level fingerprint image
sliow the so-ca.lled “minutiae” details such as core and delta points which are
necessary for identificcition then there is no need to represent this image in
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Figure 4.6: Lasso - tented arch (ingerprint.
8-bits. There are some important classes and subclasses of fingerprint images,
such as Wirbel and Lasso classes and whorl, twin loop, arch, tented arcli, right
loop and left loop subclasses. The compression ratio can l:>e increased as long
as the classification and identification of the fingerprint is possible. A scmiple
Lasso class tented arch subclass fingerprint is shown in Figure 4.6.
In this section, algorithms for coding binary and 8-bit fingerprint images are
presented. It is experimentcilly observed that adaptive subband decomposition
performs well for binary and gray-valued fingerprint images.

4.2.1

GRAY TONE FINGERPRINT IMAGE COM
PRESSION

Gray tone fingerprint images are very suitable for the adaptive filter Iraiik
structures presented in Chapter 2. They consist of sharp edges of the fingerprint
curves.
The compression of gray tone fingerprint images is performed by apply
ing the adaptive subband decomposition followed by an Embedded Zero Tree
(EZT) type coder [56], [58]. The level of decomposition is determined by the
size of the image. The OS adaptive filters in Chapter 2 produces slightly better
results than the FIR adaptive filters for the fingerprint images. Two level adap
tive subband decomposition followed by three more levels of regular wavelet
decomposition is used for 256 x 256 irmiges. Experimental results show that
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our decomposition scheme with the EZT or SPiHT coder outperforms the tra.ditioual Embedded Zerotree Wavelet (EZW) coder [56] and the wave; let SPIHT
coder [58] in which a fixed wavelet decomposition is perfoi ined first, and the coeificients are compressed by the EZT or SPIHT method. ICxperimental results
of gray tone fingerprint image compression are presented in Sect ion 1.2.;h

4.2.2

BINARY FINGERPRINT IMAGE COMPRES
SION

'Idle compression of binary fingerprint images nox'd morc^ elaboi-ation. 'I’he
straight application of the adaptive subband dccom|)osition followed by the
EZT or SPiHT coder increases the dynamic range of the rf;constructetl image,
'lb avoid this increase in the range, a modified decomposition and ((uantization
scheme to keep the decoded signal in the binary range is developed.
The LMS algorithm usually produces non-binary coefficients, so the filtered
signal is not binary in general. Therefore, a cpiantization to binary levels is
necessary for the reconstructed image. Another problem is that, for the black
ix'gions of a fingerprint ima.ge where most of the pixel values aie zeux), IJk' L^dS
filter may become unstable. In order to avoid this situation, tlie LMS algorithm
is disabled in the regions where the all the pixels are either black or white', and
the prediction value is set to zero (one) for black (white) regions. In the fiat
regions (black or white) of a fingerprint image, the high band subsignal beexmies
zero. The prediction errors occur in the transition regions whicli correspond
to tlie edge portions of the fingerprint image. As a. rosult, in l''ig. 2.5, higli
|)a.ss signal Xh(n) contains non-zero elements oidy in (ransition ix'gions. d'his
shows that the low and high band signals are completely decorrclatod by the
adaptive subband decomposition scheme. At both encoder and decodi'r sides,
the filter bank switches between the adaptive and fixed prediction filti'r banks
depending on the homogeneity of black or white pixels in tlie region of supiiort
in x„ (Eq. 2.22), synchronously. 'Pherefore, PR. property is retained. Finally,
tfie reconstructed image is quantized to binary with a tlireshold. It is ofiserved
that the quantization of these subband signals does not produce ringing effects
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in the decoded image. The only visible effect in the reconstructed image is an
occasional shift in the edge region which separates the black and white regions.

4.2.3

FINGERPRINT COMPRESSION RESULTS

in our simulation studies, we used 20 fingerprint irnag<;s taken from the Na
tional Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (la.l.aJ)ase examples for
compression. All of the fingerprint images used are 8 bit 25() x 2-56 images.
For the binary image simulation studies, we quantized these images to binary
with an appropriate threshold level. Examples of these images are shown in
l·'ig. 4.7.
In Pig. 4.8, two coded versions of a gray-tone fingerprint image are shown.
I'()r this fingerprint image, our nonlinea.r adaptive a.lgoritlmi follovvc'd f)y the
SPIHT coder accomplished a compression PSNR of 28.4(klB at I bpp, whereas
the well known EZW and SPIHT coders [56], [58] have PSNRs of 27.86dB
and 28.35dB13.0:l at the same bit rate, respectively. Furthermore, the ringing
effects present in the EZW and SPIHT coded image are eliminated with the
use of our method.
We also compare the average PSNRs obtained by the adaptive filter bank
algorithm to the results obtained by a SPIHT coder for a set of 20 gray tone
fingerprint images. According to the test results, at Ibpp level, the avei-age
PSNRs over these images obtained by SPIHT and adaptive filter bank method
arc 28.26 and 28.36 dB, respectively. We observe that the adaptive filter bank
|)rodnces the best compression results.
In Fig. 4.9, the compressed version of Figure 4.7 with CR=13.92:i is shown.
The coded image preserves the discriminating features of fingerprint images
such as core and delta points. The JBIG standard compresses the same image
only to CR=5.88.T.
We compare the average compression ratios obtained by the adaptive filter
bank algorithm to the results obtained by a SPIHT wavelet coder for a set
of 20 binary fingerprint images. According to the test results, at the same
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liigh visual quality level (35clB PSNR), the average CRs over these images
obtained by SPIHT and adaptive filter bank method are 13.66:1 and 13.80:1,
respectively. The .JBIG lossless compression standa.rd compresses oidy at a
ratio of 6.0:1.
The coding results for the set of binary fingerprint images are in parallel
with the gray tone image coding results. Improvements in compression perforraa.nce are obtained due to the use of the adaptive filter bank.

Figure 4.7: Two fingerprint images. Left: binary, right: gray tone

Figure 4.8: Reconstructed images ¿it Ihpp(left) and 0.5hpp(right).

Pigure 4.9: Reconstructed binary fingerprint image ¿it CR=13.92:
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Chapter 5
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, image coding algorithms for digitized Iil)rar.y arcliives are de
veloped. The framework of a digitized library consists of a set of tools for
coding images of different content. For example, the adaptive subband coding
of images is suitable lor gray tone or color images that contain sharp edgc^s or
graphics. Usually, such images include some pages in the books and l.he images
on the book covers. On the other licind, the pages of books mainly consist of
bi-level text images. Therefore, these images are coded using textual image
compression methods.
l·()r the (•ornpression of gray tone images tliat may have sliarp transition
r(g'ions such as subtitles, text, or graphics, an adaptive subband decomposi
tion based image compression method is developed. 'I'his method im|)roves
compression iDerformance over conventioiicil fixed wavelet, based com])ression
metliods. Furthermore, the ringing effects which ma.y arise in sharp transition
regions are essentially eliminated with the adaptive sclieme. Since the proposed
m(^thod is based on subband decomposition, multiresolution viewing ca|)abilil,y is ava.ilable. Although the decomposition algorithm is propos('d for images
with sharp edges like subtitles, graphics, or text, the experimental result.s show
(,lia.t this algorithm also performs very good lor regular gray tone images. Tlie
extension of these algorithms to color images are done in a st.ra.ightlbnvard
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iiianner. Typically, Y-U-V components of color ima.ges are encoded using tlu‘
algorithm developed for gi’ciy tone images.
d'he basic idea of the adaptive subband decom]:)osition is to let the
polyphase filter bank of the encoder and the decoder a.da.pt to t,he cliaracteristics of the input signal in a synchronized manner. The adaptation of the
filter bank at the encoder is performed by an LMS type algorithm to update the
coetlicients of the prediction filter which predicts oiu' of tlu' polyplias(' compo
nents from the other. The LMS update requires the in|)ut signal, wliidi is one
of the polyphase components, and the prediction error. Since these two signals
are sent to the decoder side, the decoder can also update the synthesis filter
bank with the same LMS, algorithm, and with the same signals. In this way,
|)erfect reconstruction is possible. This chiss of adaptive |)erfect reconstruction
filter bcinks is also extended to two or higher dimensions in a straiglitforward
manner. The filter banks are also extended to perform multi-channel decorn|)ositions for general decomposition purposes. The significance of this signal
ada.|)ted decomposition is its ability to clumge the prediction fihx'r l)ank co
efficients when the input signal characteristics change. In this respect, the
algorithm differs from the previous work in which the main idea is to find the
o|)timum decomposition filter bank for a specific input signal.
The issue of bi-level textual image compression is considered for the cod
ing of typical pages which contain printed text. A method that exploits the
rixlundancy of repeating characters in a printed text is integrated with a l)iiia.ry subband decomposition based coder. The binary subband d('com|)osition
(BSD) methods cire based on linecir and noidinear operations that gives bina.i'y
outputs to binary input images. The BSD concept is com|)ared to tlie Binary
VVa.velet Transform (BWT) concept of Swcinson et nl.^ and it is found out tliat
implementation of specific BW T’s which require matrix multi|)lications can
be performed by the equivalent BSD’s which reejuire simple subband filtering
operations. The BSD framework is ¿dso extended to a more general Nonlin
ear BSD (NBSD) structure, in which nonlinear binary opera.tors can be Lised
without disturbing the perfect reconstruction property of the filter bank.
Tlie previously used methods to compress textual images are Irascxl on an
algorithm which is specifically called the Textual Image Compix'ssion ('ITC)
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a.lg'oritilín [60]. This algorithm encodes the repeated diaracters and l lieir re|)eating locations. In the literature, there are some metliods to perldrm |)attern
matching tor extracting the repeating characters. In our simulation studies,
these extraction and pattern matching methods are compared to a new method
based on a SOM neural network model. The Ibrmer methods choose the lirst
cliaracters in the raster scan order of the textual image as re|)reseiitative cliaracters and look for the repetitions of characters wliicli ari' similar to them,
whereas the SOM based method finds the optimum re]:)resentaf.ive s\unbol of a
group of character images to put in the symbol lilirary.
These two algorithms are integrated in the textual image coder to form the
multi resolution TIC. The textual image is processed by a. binary subbajid de
composition filter bank, and the TIC algorithm with various pattern matching
criteria is applied to the subband images. The compression ratios obtained in
tins way are higher than the compression ratios obtained liy directly using TIC
over the original image, without subband decomposition. Experimentally, we
also obtained compression ratios for textual images higher than the JBIC com
pression stanchu’d. As a bi-product, the proposed com|)iession scheme enaldes
multiresolution viewing and fast keyword search by organizing tlie locations
of tlie character images in the compressed domain. 'I'lie experimental results
obtained for the NIST database iniciges show that our metliod is suitalile for
key word sea rch.
'I’wo specialized library cipplications are considered as potential uses of the
coding algorithms described in Chapters 2 and 3. One ol the specialized li
braries consists of document images of Ottoman ardiives. Due to the liistorical importance of these document images, they should l)e coded in gray toiuc
hurthermore, the textual image compression character extraction method is
not suitable for the Ottoman script images which are composed of connected
Arabic letters. As a result, the pattern matching and character extraction algoI'illmis in the multiresolution TIC is modified to handle the Ottoman document
images which mainly contain connected scripts. With this modificaUon, tlie ex|)erimental results of multiresolution TIC are |)resented. Similar to tlie results
obtained for regular textual images, the multiresolution compression metliods
perform better than the compression methods applied to the original image,
without subband decomposition. The next specialized library consists ol gray
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I.one fUicl binaiy fingerprint images. The coding of l)inary fingerprint images
is a. very important problem clue to the large amount of image's in criminaJ
elatabases. The adaptive subband decomposition method describe'd in (¡liapter
2 is used for gray tone fingerprint image compression, and simulation results
are presented. For the purpose of binary fingerprint image cornpre.ssion, the
ada.|)tive decomposition structure is modified to liaiidle binary iu|)uts. The
modification consists of a switching adaptive/fixcvj piediction filtf'r l)ard< in
tlu' subband decomposition stage. In order the LMS ada|)tive algorithm not
to diverge in regions containing cill zeros, the filter Irank is switched to ii.xed
|)rediction filters in such regions.
'These two specialized library applications, as well as the regular digitized
library image coding applications show that the two metliods pro])osed in this
thesis, namely the multiresolution TIC and the adaptive subband (h'composil.ion have immediate and potential uses in a variety of image coding applica
tions.
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Appendix A
Derivation of inequality 3.21
If the expected search length C corresponding to the listing
expected search length C corresponding to the listing then

is less than

Lgj^i
L,
La,
<
4c\i^\
4c\i
where the two ordered sets, ^ and
^
^

(Л.1.)

are defined as :

· *· 1

11 · · · 1О'Д/

(Л.2)

i

ri'/, . . , П'д/

(Л.;|)

and
is tlie compressed size of the oti character image. 'I'he (|ii('iy probability
of the image a,· is denoted by </a·,; and the probability of occnrrejice of the
rlia.ra.cter tv,· in the document is denoted by
, which will Ik' called the symbol
|)i()l)aJ)iJity. 'rhe parameter
is given by :
¿-I
Pa, = {p a, -

( la jp a .a j )

(Л.4)

i=t
and Pa,aj is the probability that the character images o, and aj both exist in
tlu' document.
VVe liave
N
N
A-1
C = /v'[Search Length] = Y L„,Pa· = Y L,,,{p,,, - Y qa;Pa,a, )
izzl
¿=1
,/=l
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(A..5)

Suppose

cind k +

symbols are two cuija.ceiit eleiiients. In tlie listing

element comes before k +

element and in the listing

k + I"' element

comes just before the k^^^ element at the scirne location. The expc'.cted search
length for ^ is :
N

’a,

Pa, a·J
.7= 1
k-i
. . . + La ,ip»t - H < ’/«,P«/.··,..,)
,/=l
k
(p^'y(k-^l) ~ X!/ ^i'^jP^(k-]-\)^'^j ) T · · ·
.7= 1
A:-l
. . . + La kiPcxh ~
^l<yjP(ykO!j )
.7= 1
k-\
"b/>Q'( 1 ) iPcX(k-{-l) “ X
!^
)‘0
^A*'7./P'(A+1)‘'A
·) T · · ·

(A.G)

/'=1

A,_|.

i=l

and the expected search length lor

is :

C' — ^ La, ipai ~~
i=\.

^lcxjP(yi(yj)
.'/=>
A ;-l

:i=y
~ ^ L a f,(P a h

X^

Q c \ jP a f , a j)

./=1

+ ···

^-1
=

. . . + ^^CV(A.4-l)(i^A:+l) “

X!y

;/=i

)“'.y

A :-l
~ ^ L a i, { P ( y f , ~~

X^

Q a jP a f , a j

,) ) + · · ·

./=1
If C' < C then
k-\

(. . . +-/^a'(/,+i)(Pa'(A.+i)

“ X^^hjPoi(k-\-iy\} )
.7 = 1

A :-l

-\-LakilP^k

X^^IcvjPakaj
.7=1
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· · ·)

(A.7)

(A.8)

(...

+ L (Pq.
Q, ^,

1
q^
./=1
^-1
Q-

P q,

)

QcxjPa^f,^l)aj

i=i

^A'»'a·/^f*'(/.:+i)<'/, ) + · · -j (A.12)

( !a.uc.elliiig the equal terms, we have
{

Notice that

f. (ifa'(/.,^1)Pq'/;Q
'(

^j j

(“

Lcy ^ ^

7C>'/.P<\^ ^ , j(V;, ) )

^^-ncl P a , , t h e same, so
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